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CONTROLLING LIGHT ON THE NANOSCALE:
ULTRAFAST PLASMONICS AND PHASE CHANGE FUNCTIONALITY
by Zsolt L aszl o S amson
The rst experimental conrmation that femtosecond plasmon pulses can be gene-
rated, transmitted and modulated along a metal/dielectric waveguide is achieved. The
ultrafast optical modulation of plasmons is accomplished by optical excitation of the
aluminium plasmonic waveguide using 200 fs optical pulses at wavelengths near the alu-
minium's interband absorption resonance (  800 nm). The demonstrated modulation
rates are at least ve orders of magnitude faster than provided by existing technologies.
Modulation depths  30% are achieved at pump uences of  10 mJ/cm2.
The rst quantitative analysis of femtosecond surface plasmon polariton pulse pro-
pagation eects in several metal/dielectric waveguides is presented. It is found that
femtosecond plasmon pulses will reshape because of group velocity and loss dispersion.
These dispersions have substantial impact on shape, intensity and retardation of plas-
mon pulses. For instance, propagation of 700 nm, 10 fs plasmon pulses on gold surface
results in 155% pulse broadening on a plasmon decay length.
The rst experimental conrmation that stable silver/gallium lanthanum sulphide
interfaces support plasmon propagation is presented. It is shown for the rst time
that plasmonic properties can be eected by structural changes in the chalcogenide
layer, providing high contrast plasmonic modulations. Moreover it is shown experimen-
tally that photo-induced changes by white light optical illumination with intensities of
630 mW/cm2 of chalcogenide glass results in plasmonic modulations of up to 3% in a
silver/gallium lanthanum sulphide interface.
The rst experimental electro-optic switch of a chalcogenide hybridized metamate-
rial is achieved on the nanoscale. The transition between amorphous and crystalline
forms of chalcogenide brings  140 nm resonance shift of the hybrid structure. Trans-
mission modulation with a contrast ratio of 4:1 in a device of 370 nm thickness is
demonstrated at wavelength of 1200 nm. The spectral band of the high contrast mo-
dulation can be engineered by design and located within the entire transparency range
of the chalcogenide glass.Table of Contents
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xivChapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Plasmonics
Plasmonics is currently one of the most fascinating and fast-moving elds of photo-
nics [1{7], which predominantly deals with metal nanostructures and their interactions
with light. Their enormous interest in recent years has been fuelled by multiple ad-
vances in ever-improving capabilities and wider availability of:
 fabrication technologies, especially micro-/ and nano-fabrication systems, such
as electron beam (e-beam) lithography, focused ion beam (FIB) milling and self-
assembly (SA)
 sample characterisation/analysation instrumentation (near-eld microscopy)
 computational simulation tools (quantitative electromagnetic simulation)
 and potential applications in elds ranging from data transport and proces-
sing [8, 9] to solar power generation [10, 11], high-resolution microscopy [12],
high sensitivity bio-sensing [13,14], cancer therapy [15,16], sub-wavelength light
guiding [17], radar cloaking [18], metamaterials [19{21], nanoscale light locali-
zation [22{24], surface plasmon amplication by stimulated emission of radia-
tion [25{31] and optical loss compensation [32{36] just to name a few.
The growth of plasmonics is clearly highlighted in the number of scientic publications
as well. Figure 1.1 shows the number of publications between 2000 and 2010 annually,
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Figure 1.1: The number of paper published between 2000 and 2010 with the title
containing the word `plasmon*' according to the ISI Web of Knowledge website.
containing the word `plasmon*' in the title. However, this rapid growth was not always
the case. Since the rst discovery of plasmonics, albeit unknowingly, and the use of its
unique optical properties, plasmonics remained the territory of the glass makers alone.
The rst known example of plasmonics dates back some 2400 years ago, when ancient
glass makers added small amount of metallic powder into the glass casting process. The
Lycurgus Cup, one such example, can be seen in Fig. 1.2. When viewed in reected
light, it looks opaque green, but when light is shone through it, the cup turns a glowing
red. The cause behind this dramatic eect are the tiny amounts of colloidal gold and
silver, which give rise to surface plasmon resonance eects.
A more recent history of plasmonics starts at the beginning of the 20th century.
Evidence of plasmons were rst observed more than 100 years ago, but still unkno-
wingly, in experiments with metallic diraction gratings [37]. Wood noticed that if a
metal diraction grating was illuminated by polarized light a pattern of unusual dark
and light area appeared in the reected light. At the time, no clear explanation could
be found. It was not until the end of 1950s when more experiments were conducted on
electron energy losses on thin metal lms by Ritchie [38], and Powell and Swan [39].
This led to the introduction of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), propagating tightly
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Figure 1.2: Lycurgus Cup, the earliest known item displaying surface plasmon reso-
nance eects. When illuminated from outside, it looks green (left), in contrast when
illuminated from inside it appears red (right). (Images: British Museum)
bound oscillations of electrons and light on a metal surface. With this, the characte-
ristic energy losses of fast electrons experienced during traveling through thin metal
lms could be explained. To be precise, the term `SPP' was not used in the fties, as it
was only introduced in 1974 [40], but `plasmons' (collective oscillations of free electrons
in metals [41]) and `polaritons' (coupled oscillation of electrons and light [42]) were
already present in the literature. Another major milestone in the history of plasmo-
nics can be recorded on 1968 when methods for optical excitation of surface plasmon
polaritons were developed by Otto [43], and Kretschmann and Raether [44]. Finally,
one more important instance in the early history of plasmonics, is that plasmonic eld
enhancement eects (the above mentioned bound nature of surface plasmon polaritons
leads to an enhancement of the electromagnetic eld at the interface, resulting in a
great sensitivity to the surface conditions) began to attract considerable attention in
the 1970s, which led to the discovery of the phenomena known today as Surface En-
hanced Raman Scattering (SERS) by Fleischman and coworkers [45] in the University
of Southampton, UK.
In recent years plasmonics has experienced a resurgence due to the wide range of
potential applications associated with it, as highlighted for example in the opening pa-
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ragraph of this chapter [7]. Few of the most promising applications among others are
the ability to enhance the eciency of solar cells based on silicon and organic mate-
rials by, for example, light trapping/scattering of metal nanoparticles or excitation of
surface plasmon polaritons at the metal/semiconductor interface [11]. Single metal na-
noparticles or nanoparticle arrays in conjunction with surface plasmon excitations are
able to detect molecular binding events or even changes in molecular conformation [14].
Metal nanoparticles can act as a light absorbing localized heaters, which after illumi-
nation of light at the resonant wavelength can kill cancerous tumor cells [15]. By the
use of nanostructured plasmonic metamaterials sub-wavelength localization of optical
energy is possible that oers a radically new paradigm in data storage [23,24]. The
plasmonic counterpart of the laser known as the surface plasmon amplication by sti-
mulated emission of radiation (spaser) is currently a very intense research eld with
wide area of potential applications [25,26]. Several dierent devices were proposed and
subsequently demonstrated, such as regular arrays of metallic asymmetric split ring
resonators embedded in a layer of a semiconductor quantum dot gain medium [27,28],
44 nm diameter nanoparticles with a gold core surrounded by a dye-doped silica gain
shell [29] or a high-gain cadmium sulphide semiconductor nanowire sitting on top of
a silver substrate separated by a nanometer scale insulating gap [30]. Losses are a
major obstacle that limit the use of plasmonic and metamaterial devices in practical
applications, hence several ideas have surfaced in recent years to overcome these limi-
tations. For example, superconducting metamaterials and plasmonic devices are able
to suppress losses by a large degree at low temperature in the terahertz and microwave
domain [32,33]. Another idea of loss compensation relies on incorporation of gain media
in the device itself such as organic dyes embedded into metal nanostructures [34], me-
tamaterials manufactured on quantum wells [35] or the use of semiconductor quantum
dots with plasmonic metamaterials [36].
However, importantly one of the most signicant opportunities of SPPs can be
found in data transport and processing, where plasmonic technologies oer to combine
the small size of today's state-of-the-art electronic systems (wherein performance is
becoming limited by intra-chip data transfer times, see Fig. 1.3) with the speed and
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Figure 1.3: The phenomena of the interconnect bottleneck. The gure displays the
characteristic delay times as a function of manufacturing line width of an integrated
circuit. Note the increasing gap between the transistor gate delay (switching time,
displayed with dashed line) and the interconnect delay (intra-chip data transfer time,
displayed with solid line). Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [46], c  2007
NPG.
bandwidth of photonic systems (see Fig. 1.4, also note, in photonic systems the mi-
niaturization and close integration are obstructed by diraction eects) and an innate
ability to communicate with both [8,9]. A sketch of this synergy is highlighted in Fi-
gure 1.5. The graph shows today's chip-scale device technologies with characteristic
operational speeds and dimensions values. Electronic devices on the nanoscale dimen-
sions1 such as transistors used in current microprocessors are routinely manufactured
nowadays, however their limitations have become apparent in the recent years, namely
the delay of interconnects increases as the scaling improves (see again Fig. 1.3). This
inhibits their operation above a few GHz at best2. In contrast, photonic devices, such
as optical bers used in the heart of telecommunication industry have enormous data
carrying capacity3, but the size of the photonic devices are inherently limited by dif-
fraction, that is, the light cannot be concentrated in size smaller than about half of
1NAND ash memories around 25 nm in scale are in mass production as of May 2011 [47{49].
2The highest clock speed microprocessor available commercially is running at 5.2 GHZ as of May
2011 [50].
3Light signals propagating in a ber can be modulated at rates as high as 69.1 Tbit/s as of May
2011 [51].
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Figure 1.4: Trend in the information-carrying capacity of a single line (wire or optical
bre) with time and technology. Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [46],
c  2007 NPG.
Figure 1.5: Operating speeds and critical dimensions of various chip-scale device tech-
nologies. Figure reproduced with permission from Ref. [9], c  2006 Elsevier.
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its wavelength, which is in the orders of hundreds of nanometers at best. Plasmonic
devices, however, oer the best of both technologies, i.e. the data carrying capacity of
photonics and the size of electronics, and a capability to facilitate both technologies
on a single device [8, 9]. Such a nanoscale integration of electronics and photonics,
apart from the pure technological point of view is also very benecial in a `green com-
puting' sense. It is estimated that international communications networks, including
the internet, currently consume as much as 5% of global electricity supply, primarily
in the electronic switching and routing of signals and the provision of immense cooling
capacity at `server farms'. In so doing Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) account for around 2% of total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which is set to
double by 2020 [52].
With such applications in mind, all sorts of plasmonic waveguiding structures
have been studied [3], including metal strips of various widths and thicknesses, sit-
ting on or embedded in an assortment of dielectrics [53{57]; various dielectric thin lm
stripes sitting on metal surfaces [58{60]; metal/dielectric/metal gap and channel struc-
tures [61{65]; metallic wedges [66]; metallic slots [67,68]; nanoparticle chains [69{72];
plasmonic bandgap crystals [73]; and nanowires [74{77]. A range of structures for the
passive manipulation of SPP signals have also been demonstrated [3], for example per-
iodic arrays of scatterers can form ecient Bragg mirrors and beamsplitters on planar
metal/dielectric waveguide interfaces [68,78]; high-permittivity layers on metal surfaces
can cause total external reection of plasmon waves [79]; Y-splitter, Mach-Zehnder in-
terferometer and ring resonator geometries can be fabricated using V-groove channel
waveguides [63]; and dielectric-loaded SPP waveguides can facilitate sharp bends, cou-
plers and splitters [80]. In recent years attention has also turned to the kind of `active'
and nonlinear components that will be required to switch and modulate SPP signals in
practical devices [81{83].
The term `active plasmonics' was rst coined in a 2004 paper describing a concept
of using an optically activated phase change in a surface plasmon polariton waveguide
to control signal propagation [84]. The rst proposed [84] and subsequently demonstra-
ted [85] light-induced structural phase transition in a nanoscale layer of phase change
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medium dramatically altered the properties of SPPs, because they are highly sensitive
to the metal/dielectric environment they are travelling through. As such, in any active
plasmonic device, a small transient change in the refractive index of the associated
waveguide element by external stimuli (e.g. optical, electrical, thermal or plasmonic
excitation) could switch or modulate the intensity and/or phase of the SPP signal,
ideally in a reversible manner. Since the rst practical demonstration of active mo-
dulation of plasmonic signals, numerous modulators based on one or combination of
dierent techniques have arisen, such as:
 thermo-plasmonic modulators: by reversible changing the SPP waveguide pro-
perties induced by heating [86]
 opto-plasmonic modulators: by optical excitation of uorescent dye molecules [87],
quantum dots [88] and photochromic molecules [89] or ultrafast optical excitation
of the SPP waveguide itself (e.g. Al/SiO2 [90] or Au/Si [91] planar waveguides
or gold nanorods embedded in alumina matrix [92]) or using reversible photo-
induced changes in some sort of phase change media (e.g. Ga thin lm [85] or
chalcogenide thin lm [93]) or optical control of silicon bowtie antennas [94]
 electro-plasmonic modulators: by application of bias voltage induced domain
switch [95] or the use of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) eld-eect modulator
to control the transmission of light [96]
 and magneto-plasmonic modulators: where the SPP wave vector could be control-
led by a weak external magnetic eld [97,98]
Unfortunately, many of these techniques only provide modulation with sub-microsecond
or nanosecond response times at best (see Fig. 1.6) and thus are too slow to meet the
requirements of the current and future data processing architectures. Hence, it needs
to be highlighted that recently the performance limits for active plasmonics have been
extended into the femtojoule switching energy and terahertz operating frequency do-
mains with the demonstrations respectively of a compact eld-eect plasmonic modu-
lator [96] and the direct optical modulation of SPP propagation on the femtosecond
timescale [90].
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Figure 1.6: Approximate active plasmonic switching performance: The plot shows a
comparison among various active plasmonic modulators in terms of two key perfor-
mance characteristics of switching energy and cycling frequency. Note these are only
two of the possible criteria (e.g. switching contrast, stability, dimension, ease of fa-
brication, etc.) on which they might be evaluated and represents current modulators
rather than the capabilities of each technology.
1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis, described hereupon, represents a collection of work dealing with certain
type of light controlling schemes on the nanoscale.
As has been highlighted in the previous section, surface plasmon polaritons have
great potential as information carriers for next generation, highly integrated nanopho-
tonic devices. Over the recent years, a number of techniques for controlling the propa-
gation of guided SPP signals passively or actively have been demonstrated. However,
with switching times no shorter than a few tens of nanoseconds, these are unlikely to
satisfy the demands of future chip-scale data transport and integrated nanophotonic
applications.
To overcome this problem, in Chapter 2 a new type of active plasmonic modula-
tor is presented. It is demonstrated that femtosecond plasmon pulses can propagate
along a metal/dielectric waveguide and that they can be modulated on the femtose-
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cond timescale by direct ultrafast optical excitation of the metal part of the waveguide,
thereby enabling femtosecond optical modulation and oering unprecedented terahertz
plasmonic bandwidth, a key missing component in the development of SPPs as infor-
mation carriers. The demonstrated switching concept has an additional benet of not
requiring any dedicated `active' media component and an availability to provide at least
ve order of magnitude improvement in plasmon switching time compared to the best
existing technologies.
However, it is further investigated in Chapter 3 that much attention needs to be
taken in the very short pulse regime, where group velocity dispersion and loss disper-
sion eects can lead to substantial pulse reshaping during surface plasmon polariton
pulse propagations. The availability of the ultrafast nonlinearity (the one for example,
which made use in Chapter 2) may act as a starting point for exploring information
transfer using plasmon polariton analogues of optical solitons (plasmon solitons), ex-
ploiting the nonlinearity of the metal rather than the more conveniently used dielectric
waveguide component. With this in mind, nonlinear propagation modes in metal/silica
SPP waveguides are also considered.
As highlighted earlier, the recent trend in optoelectronic device technologies is to
merge together the existing technologies of optics and electronics in a single material
platform. As part of this evolution, plasmonics and metamaterials oer among others
the ability to focus and manipulate light on the nanoscale. On the other hand phase
change technologies have clear accomplishments in both elds of photonics and elec-
tronics. Therefore it is more than reasonable to assume that chalcogenides, which lay
in the heart of phase change technologies (such as the material platform used for re-
writable optical disks and the latest generation of electrical memories), have much to
oer in the plasmonic and metamaterial domains as well.
Indeed, in Chapter 4 an active plasmonic modulator employing chalcogenide
glasses is described, and further discussed the possibility of what chalcogenides can
ultimately bring to the plasmonic domain, while in Chapter 5 an active switching
device is demonstrated through the hybridization of metamaterials with chalcogenide
glasses. The demonstrated metamaterial switching device in Chapter 5 is capable of
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providing transmission and reection modulation functionality with contrast ratios of
up to 4:1 in a device of sub-wavelength thickness, with potentiality of operating all
the way through from visible to near-infrared parts of the spectrum, thanks to the
transparency range chalcogenides oer.
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Ultrafast active plasmonics
2.1 Synopsis
In this chapter a new type of active plasmonic modulator is investigated. With metal
surfaces being the fundamental basis of plasmonics, it is natural to examine how their
nonlinearity can be harnessed to achieve useful functionalities, such as active modula-
tions. In essence, a nonlinear interaction has been discovered between a propagating
SPP and light that takes place in the skin layer of the metal surface along which the
plasmon wave is propagating. A femtosecond optical pulse incident on the metal surface
disturbs the equilibrium in the energy-momentum distribution of electrons, thereby in-
uencing SPP propagation along the surface. The present device has a demonstrated
switching time of around 200 fs, with the possibility of scaling much shorter times and
an inherent compatibility with existing CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semicon-
ductor) fabrication technique [90].
An introduction to surface enhanced nonlinear optical phenomena and a discussion
of the potential of using metals as a source of nonlinearity is given in Section 2.2. In
the following section the problem of the SPP and light wave vector mismatch is decried
with solutions on how to overcome this problem, along with detailed description of the
waveguide structure and the pump-probe experimental arrangement. In Section 2.4 the
experimental results are summarized. First the plasmonic nature of the experiments
are veried, followed by the results with two experimental congurations initially at
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the wavelength of 780 nm and subsequent wavelengths nearby the aluminium's near-
infrared interband absorption peak. At the end of this section the peak magnitudes
of the response components are derived and analyzed. In Section 2.5 the nonlinear
contributions to the achieved results are discussed. Followed by the conclusion of the
chapter.
2.2 Introduction
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are propagating, tightly bound collective oscillations
of electrons and light on a metal surface. These electromagnetic waves arise from the
unique interaction of mobile conduction electrons of a metal and light, and manifest
itself in a propagation along a metal/dielectric interface. Important aspects of SPPs,
that they are tightly bound and conned to the interface they propagate on. This
connement results in a great enhancement of the electromagnetic eld, giving rise to
high sensitivity to waveguide surface conditions, used in, for example, high sensitivity
chemical and biological sensing [13,14]. The large local eld enhancement is also the
basic principle for the earlier mentioned surface enhanced Raman scattering [45], but
the most important aspect of it, related to this chapter, is that it provides a route to
surface enhanced nonlinear optical phenomena as well.
Indeed, surface enhanced nonlinear optical phenomena has been extensively studied
for many years [99]. The rst experimental study of nonlinear optical properties of me-
tal colloids was reported on 1985 [100{102], while the rst experimental observation
of second-harmonic generation (SHG) from a silver mirror dates back even earlier to
1965 [103], followed by third-harmonic generation (THG) from strongly absorbing ma-
terials such as silver and gold in 1969 [104]. Over the years, numerous studies emerged
using various type of nonlinear processes, from second-harmonic and sum-frequency
generation [105{107] to multiple-harmonic generation [108] and recently demonstrated
four-wave mixing [109{112].
To examine nonlinear phenomena, people often use nonlinear dielectric media in
the plasmonic waveguides [113{116]. The metal/insulator/metal waveguide considered
in for example Ref. [116], by necessity provide larger SPP propagation distances due
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to the eld concentration in the dielectric rather than the lossy metal. By using such
three-layered systems, one can harvest the nonlinearities provided by the dielectric
itself.
But, metals are also optically nonlinear. Indeed, metals have inherently very large
optical nonlinearities [117], although relatively harder to access due to the large ab-
sorption. Nevertheless, typical metal nonlinear susceptibilities are several orders of
magnitude larger than dielectrics. For example, the third-order nonlinear suscepti-
bility of gold lms are typically ranging between (3) = 1:96  10 15 m2/V2 and
(3) = 7:6  10 19 m2/V2 [118{120] depending on lm thickness and surface rough-
ness as opposed to, for example, fused silica which has a typical value of around
(3) = 2:5  10 22 m2/V2 [120,121]. Note, that the (3) values mentioned here are
for thin lms and bulk samples rather than nanoparticles and metal-dielectric nano-
composites which can even have orders of magnitude larger nonlinear values [122].
Furthermore, metal nonlinear responses are ultrafast, with relaxation times on the
femtosecond timescale [100{102, 123]. Few examples of the large range of demons-
trated ultrafast third-order optical nonlinearities in metals include elements such as
gold [124,125], indium [126,127], nickel [125,127,128], copper [125], silver [125], palla-
dium [125], titanium [125], zirconium [125], hafnium [125], aluminium [129].
Although ultrafast dynamics have been observed for certain plasmon-dependent
phenomena, including the extraordinary transmission of sub-wavelength apertures [130,
131], the optical absorption of colloidal metal nanoparticles [132], the optically induced
shifting of the Wood's anomalies [133,134], the ultrafast SPP excitation by a transient
grating [135], the optical control of bowtie antennas [94] and the nonlocal optical beha-
viour of plasmonic nanorod metamaterials [92], the femtosecond optical switching of a
propagating SPP signal, as described hereupon, has not previously been demonstrated.
2.3 Sample and experimental details
The demonstrated nonlinear interaction between propagating SPP waves and light in a
pump-probe experiment employed a sample with several grating pairs (see Fig. 2.1a).
One needs to rely on some sort of coupling medium such as for example prism, gratings
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Figure 2.1: (a) Exemplar of a coupling/decoupling grating pairs. (b) Schematic wave
vector diagram of the coupling (light to SPP) and decoupling (SPP to light) process.
or other structural imperfections to excite SPPs, because the direct coupling of light
to an SPP wave is not possible due to the wave vector mismatch (Fig. 2.1b) (i.e., the
x-component of the wave vector of free space light kx, is smaller than the wave vector
of the SPP mode, kSPP) [136,137]. The wave vectors of the free space light and the
surface plasmon polariton are [138]:
k =
!
c
=
2

; (2.1)
kSPP =
!
c
r
"m"d
"m + "d
; (2.2)
where ! is the angular frequency and "m and "d are the relative permittivities of the
metal and dielectric respectively (see Fig. 2.2). However, with a grating the coupling
and decoupling of the SPP can be satised as it provides an additional k-vector equal to
an integer multiple of the grating vector kG = 2=, where  is the grating period (see
Fig. 2.1b wave vector diagram). The equations governing the coupling and decoupling
conditions are as follows:
2

sin + n
2
1
= kSPP (2.3)
describing the coupling condition, while
kSPP   n
2
2
=
2

sin (2.4)
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Figure 2.2: The dispersion relation of surface plasmon polaritons (blue curve), right
of the light line (red curve), showing the wave vector mismatch that needs to be over-
come for light to SPP coupling. The above dispersion curve was calculated for an
aluminium/silica system.
describing the decoupling condition, where n is an integer related to the diraction
order, 1 and 2 denotes for the coupling and decoupling grating periods and ,  are
the coupling and decoupling angles [137].
The waveguide structure and grating patterns (see Fig. 2.1a) were fabricated on
optically polished 0.5 mm thick fused silica substrates using electron beam lithography
and anisotropic reactive ion etching. Grating structures, manufactured by Innos Ltd,
were etched into the silica to a nominal depth of 43 nm while areas between the gra-
tings were masked. The fabrication was completed with the evaporation of a 250 nm
aluminium layer to form an optically at metal/silica plasmon waveguide interface.
The aluminium layer was chosen because of the superior adhesion properties to glass
as opposed to noble metals where additional adhesion layer would have been needed.
Both coupling and decoupling gratings that comprised 40 lines were separated from
each other by 5 m of unstructured region. The coupling gratings had a period of
1 = 0:552 m optimized for normal incidence coupling. Meanwhile the decoupling
gratings were manufactured with periods 2 ranging from 0.356 m to 1.614 m to give
a range of output beam angles 0. Note the measured decoupling angles 0 for dierent
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Figure 2.3: Schematic sample geometry and pump-probe beam conguration: gratings
couple/decouple probe pulses to/from an SPP wave on an Al/silica interface. Their
propagation is controlled by pump pulses incident on the unstructured section of wa-
veguide between the gratings.
decoupling grating periods dier from those given by the grating decoupling equation
 (see Eq. (2.4)) as a result of refraction at the silica/air interface (see Fig. 2.3).
The plasmonic probe signal was generated on the aluminium/silica interface by
grating coupling from a normally incident pulsed laser beam. After traveling 5 m
across the unstructured interface (a distance comparable to the SPP decay length),
the plasmon wave was decoupled at an oblique angle by another grating to light and
subsequently detected. Optical control (pump) pulses, originating from the same laser,
were incident on the waveguide region between the coupling and decoupling gratings
(see Fig. 2.3). Initially, the beam from an amplied mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
system tuned to a centre wavelength of 780 nm, generating pulses with a duration of
200 fs at a rate of 250 kHz. These were split by a pellicle (8:92 splitting ratio) into probe
and pump components, which were modulated at dierent frequencies (f1 = 321 Hz and
f2 = 385 Hz). The probe beam, polarized parallel to the grating vectors as required for
coupling to a plasmon wave, was directed at normal incidence via the side input port
of a tube microscope equipped with a 10x long working distance objective, to a 17 m
diameter spot with a uence of 0.9 mJ/cm2 onto the coupling grating. The decoupled
signal was monitored in the far eld using a silicon photodetector and lock-in amplier.
The linearly polarized pump beam was focused onto the sample at an oblique angle
(27) to a spot with a diameter of 34 m centred on the unstructured region between
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the coupling and decoupling gratings. An optical delay line with a minimum step size
of 1.67 fs was employed to vary the arrival time of pump pulses at the sample relative
to the corresponding probe pulses. The transient eect of pump excitation on the
propagation of the probe SPP signal was monitored by recording the magnitude of
the decoupled optical signal at the chopping sum frequency (f1 + f2) as a function of
pump-probe delay (see Fig. 2.4). The employed detection scheme allowed to resolve
pump-induced changes in transmitted SPP signal intensity of order 10 2   10 3.
Figure 2.4: Schematic experimental arrangement of pump-probe setup: The beam from
a Ti:sapphire laser was split into pump and probe components, which were mechanically
chopped at dierent frequencies.
2.4 Experimental results
In preliminary measurements, the plasmonic (as opposed to scattered or diracted)
nature of the probe signal was veried by recording the output signal magnitude at f1,
in the absence of pump excitation, as a function of decoupling angle for polarizations
of the incident probe beam parallel and perpendicular to the grating vectors. Only the
parallel polarization can be coupled/decoupled to/from an SPP wave by the gratings,
and indeed it is only in the parallel case that optical output signal were observed. One
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Figure 2.5: Decoupled probe signal magnitude (in the absence of pump excitation) as a
function of measured decoupling angle for an output grating period 2 = 1:184 m, for
incident polarizations parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) to the grating vectors.
Figure 2.6: Measured decoupling angle as a function of grating period (black points)
overlaid with a theoretical dependence (red line) derived from the grating decoupling
equation (see Eq. (2.4)) with taking into account refraction at the silica/air interface.
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such example can be seen at Figure 2.5 for an output grating period 2 = 1:184 m,
which shows the decoupled signal at 0 = 54 for the parallel polarization case. Sub-
sequent measurements at this polarization but dierent decoupling grating periods also
showed sharp signal peaks at the expected decoupling angles. Figure 2.6 shows the
measured output angles for a range of decoupling grating periods. For the main expe-
riments described hereinafter, a probe polarization parallel to the grating vector was
maintained, and in all cases a decoupling grating period of 1:184 m was used.
The initial experiments as mentioned above used nearly transform-limited 200 fs
optical pulses. A typical optical autocorrelation function of the laser beam can be seen
in Fig. 2.7. Because the pulses used in the initial experiment had a spectrum centred at
Figure 2.7: A typical intensity autocorrelation function of the laser beam measured
prior to the experiments.
780 nm, the photon energy of the optical radiation (~! = 1.59 eV) was therefore close
to the interband absorption peak in aluminium (~!  1:55 eV), the metal component of
the plasmon waveguide. With an electron conguration of [Ne]3s23p1, aluminium is a
classic example of a free-electron like polyvalent metal in which the absorption spectrum
is modied by interband transitions. Its optical interband absorption originates mainly
from transitions between parallel bands 3 { 1 in the vicinity of the  [110] axis, near
the K point (see Fig. 2.8 and Ref. [139]).
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Figure 2.8: The relevant energy bands of aluminium showing 3 { 1 parallel planes
after Ref. [139] and dispersion of the optical (AC) conductivity of aluminium with the
characteristic interband absorption peak derived from the optical constants.
In the actual experiments, two dierent type of congurations were used. In the
rst, the linear polarization direction of the pump eld was in the plane of incidence
containing the surface plasmon polariton propagation direction and was thus predomi-
nantly in the direction of the electron oscillations in the SPP wave (see Fig. 2.9a). In
the second conguration, the pump eld polarization was perpendicular to the plane of
incidence and was thus perpendicular to the electron oscillations in the plasmon wave
(see Fig. 2.9b).
The experimental results obtained at the initial wavelength of 780 nm are summa-
rized in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, which shows the eect that the pump pulses have on the
amplitude of the decoupled plasmonic probe signal as a function of pump-probe delay
Figure 2.9: The two experimentally investigated congurations of pump pulse polari-
zation and plasmonic electron oscillation directions.
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Figure 2.10: Transient pump-induced changes in the decoupled plasmonic signal at
780 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump light polarized parallel to the
SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump uences (as labelled). The graphs are
vertically oset by 0.01 units for clarity.
Figure 2.11: Transient pump-induced changes in the decoupled plasmonic signal at
780 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump light polarized perpendicular to
the SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump uences (as labelled). The graphs
are vertically oset by 0.01 units for clarity.
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time. `Fast' and `slow' response components of the transient pump-probe interaction
have been observed. In all cases the presence of the pump pulse increases the magni-
tude of the transmitted plasmonic signal. The fast component replicates the optical
cross-correlation function of the pump and probe pulses around the zero-delay position,
indicating response and relaxation times shorter than the 200 fs pulse duration. Howe-
ver it is only seen in the rst experimental conguration, when the pump polarization
has a component parallel to the direction of the SPP propagation (that is, the direction
of electron oscillations in the SPP wave). The slow component of the transient response
is present in both experimental congurations, that is, for pump polarization directions
both parallel and perpendicular to the SPP propagation direction. It grows during the
rst one to two picoseconds during and after the pump pulse excitation then begins to
relax with a characteristic decay time of about 60 ps. For a range of longer pump-probe
delay line scans and an indication for the associated slow component relaxation times,
please refer to Appendix A on page 102.
Following the above experiments at the initial wavelength of 780 nm, other nearby
wavelengths in the vicinity of aluminium's near-infrared interband absorption peak [140]
have been analysed (see Fig. 2.12). For the overall spectral dispersion investigation,
Figure 2.12: Calculated optical (AC) conductivity from the optical constants of alumi-
nium (blue curve), showing a peak at  1:55 eV related to aluminium's near-infrared
interband absorption. The red dots indicate the wavelengths used during the experi-
mental investigations.
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experiments were conducted at 765, 780, 795 and 810 nm limited by the tuning range of
the femtosecond laser source [141]. These wavelengths are ideally located immediately
to the higher photon-energy side of the interband absorption peak in aluminium centred
at  1:55 eV (see Figs. 2.8 and 2.12). For an overview and comparison of the achieved
results at all selected wavelengths during the pump-induced probe SPP modulation
experiments see Appendix B on page 105.
For comparison to the original 780 nm experiments (results for this wavelength
are highlighted in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11), corresponding representative sets of data at
810 nm for the two orthogonal pump polarization directions are shown in Figures 2.13
and 2.14. As in the previous experiment, the fast component reproduces the optical
cross-correlation function of the pump and probe pulses around the zero-delay position,
and is only seen when the pump polarization has a component parallel to the direction
of SPP propagation (Fig. 2.13). The slow component, which is present regardless of
pump polarization are more apparent at this wavelength (Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14).
For example, in the rst experimental conguration, when the pump polarization has
a component parallel to the direction of the surface plasmon polariton propagation,
the slow component dominates and completely overtakes the fast component at longer
pump-probe delay times at this wavelength.
This slow response component dominance is best observed, when corresponding sets
of data at these two dierent wavelengths (780 and 810 nm) are compared. Figure 2.15
shows the amplitude of the decoupled plasmonic probe signal at the investigated wa-
velengths in the rst experimental conguration, when the pump polarization has a
component parallel to the direction of the SPP propagation. The pump uence in this
particular example is set to 2.2 mJ/cm2. The drastic dierence in the amplitude of the
slow component is nicely illustrated with the above gure, which shows an enormous
change of the slow component by changing the wavelength for example from 780 nm
to 810 nm.
Based on the spectral dispersion analysis in the vicinity of aluminium's near-infrared
interband absorption peak, one can compare the corresponding plasmonic signal mo-
dulations for both response components at the selected wavelengths as indicated in
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Figure 2.13: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
810 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions parallel
to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump uences (as labelled).
Graphs are vertically oset by 0.01 units for clarity.
Figure 2.14: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
810 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions perpendi-
cular to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump uences (as labelled).
Graphs are vertically oset by 0.01 units for clarity.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of the transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP
probe signal at 780 and 810 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization
directions parallel to the probe SPP propagation direction. The pump uences are set
to 2.2 mJ/cm2.
Figures 2.16 and 2.17. In order to achieve the desired plasmonic modulation depths,
traces of the probe signal need to be recorded in a detection mode when the lock-in
is referenced to the probe frequency (f1). From here the modulation depths can be
obtain by Equation (2.5):
M =
Aon   Ao
DAo
(2.5)
where Ao is the probe signal when the pump is blocked, Aon is the probe signal when
the pump path is open and D  1=2 describing the duty cycle, which is the fraction
of time when the pump is on. The derived peak magnitudes of the fast response
component increases sublinearly with pump uence as shown in Fig. 2.16, and quite
substantially with wavelength (i.e. with proximity to the interband absorption peak)
from <10% at a uence of 13.2 mJ/cm2 for 765 and 780 nm to >30% at the same uence
for 810 nm. The peak magnitude of the slow component (Fig. 2.17) also follows these
trends, but its rate of increase with wavelength is even more dramatic: at 765 nm,
with a pump uence of 13.2 mJ/cm2, it has a magnitude of less than 3% (i.e. less
than one third of the corresponding fast component) but at 810 nm it exceeds the
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Figure 2.16: Peak magnitudes of the fast response components as functions of pump
uence for the parallel pump polarization at a selection of wavelengths (as labelled)
close to aluminium's near-infrared interband transition.
Figure 2.17: Peak magnitudes of the slow response components as functions of pump
uence for the parallel pump polarization at a selection of wavelengths (as labelled)
close to aluminium's near-infrared interband transition.
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corresponding fast response peak and reaches  35%. The rate of increase of the
response components with proximity to the aluminium interband absorption peak is
best highlighted in Fig. 2.18, where the peak magnitude of the slow component was
plotted as a function of wavelength.
Figure 2.18: Peak magnitude of the slow SPP modulation components (green bars) at
maximum pump uence (13.2 mJ/cm2) along with the optical conductivity of alumi-
nium (interband absorption peak).
2.5 Discussion of the results
In summary, the transient response data indicate that there are two components to the
nonlinear response: a fast component with a relaxation time shorter than the 200 fs
pulse duration and a slow component with a relaxation time of about 60 ps. These two
characteristic components have been observed for a long time in various studies such as
thermomodulation of metal lms [142], degenerate four-wave mixing studies of metal
particles [122] and many other ultrafast optical experiments [129,143].
As has been indicated in the introduction part of this chapter, surface plasmon
polaritons play a key role in nonlinear optical responses of metals due to the large
local eld enhancement near the metal surfaces. There is however another mechanism
that largely contributes to the metal nonlinearities near the interband absorption edge,
namely the `Fermi smearing' mechanism, i.e. the modication of the Fermi distributions
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of the conduction electrons by intense laser irradiation [102,144].
At this point, two dierent cases needs to be separated. If the incident laser pulse
duration is long compared to the electron-phonon energy-transfer time ( 0:5 ps), the
electron and lattice will remain in thermal equilibrium. However, if the laser pulse
duration is suciently short, as in the present case, compared to the electron-phonon
energy-transfer time ( 0:5 ps), then a nonequilibrium electron-lattice temperature
dierence will exist for a short period of time, giving rise to the `Fermi smearing'
nonlinearity [142, 145]. The dynamics of the nonequilibrium electron heating is as
follows [142,146,147]:
1. During an intense femtosecond pump pulse excitation of a metal sample, part of
the optical excitation is absorbed by the free conduction electrons on the time
scale of the excitation (typically tens to hundreds of femtoseconds).
2. Directly after the excitation, the conduction electrons thermalize rapidly on a
timescale again of few tens to hundreds of femtoseconds through electron-electron
scattering (the electron temperatures at this point can reach several hundreds
to thousands degrees [148]), whilst the lattice temperature is not changed. A
nonequilibrium electron-lattice temperature will exist, because the electron heat
capacity ( 105 J/m3K as for aluminium) is smaller than the lattice heat capacity
(2:4106 J/m3K as for aluminium). Also, because of the large energy mismatch
between electrons and phonons, several collisions are required for the electron
energy to be dissipated.
3. The electrons then transfer their energy to the crystal lattice through electron-
phonon scattering on the timescale of a few picoseconds.
4. Finally, the sample cools down on the tens to hundreds of picoseconds timescale,
mainly due to diusion. Basically, it is the time needed for heat to leave the
metal's skin layer and for the lattice deformation to recover. The rate of this
process also depends on the size of the excited area.
The heating of the conduction electrons leads to the above mentioned `Fermi smea-
ring', which manifests itself in an increase of the electronic occupancy above the Fermi
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energy and a decrease of the electronic occupancy below the Fermi energy. The modi-
cation of the electron occupancy close to the Fermi energy then changes the interband
absorption cross section and eectively the dielectric constant of the sample [149,150].
The maximum changes are to be found close to the interband absorption peak (see
Figure 2.18).
Apart from the `Fermi smearing', there is another important phenomena which
eects the fast response component. It is due to the fact that the fast component
is sensitive to the mutual orientation of the pump beam's polarization state and the
electron oscillation direction in the signal plasmon wave. Such a fast, polarization
sensitive increase in aluminium reectivity has previously been observed in optical
pump-probe experiments [129], and as for the present case of light-SPP interaction it
appeared only for parallel pump and probe polarizations. This zero-delay spike, which
is also routinely seen in other metals, is due to a combination of a coherent nonlinearity
and coupling of the wavelength degenerate pump into the probe via a transient grating
created by the pump beam and probe SPP wave [135, 143, 151, 152]. The coherent
nonlinearity is linked to anharmonic components of plasmonic oscillation resulting from
the non-parabolicity of the electron dispersion. For high pump energies, the surface
plasmon oscillation is strongly excited, giving rise to large amplitude, coherent collective
electron oscillations. These lead to an increase in the damping of the SPP and the
activation of additional nonlinear mechanisms [153]. The overall eect is to alter the
short-time dynamics of the conduction electron distribution and to reduce the eciency
of the coherent nonlinear interaction at higher uences, giving rise to the observed
sub-linear increase in the magnitude of the fast component with pump uence. The
disappearance of the fast component for perpendicular polarizations is characteristic of
a nonlinearity related to the non-parabolicity of free-electron dispersion. It occurs for
the same reasons that the third harmonic generated on reection from a free-electron
metal surface has the same polarization as the pump [154].
On the microscopic level the mechanisms underpinning the reported plasmon mo-
dulation eect are related to previous observations of transient changes in the optical
properties of metal nanoparticles [132], in the Wood's anomalies of gold gratings [133],
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and in particular in the reectivity of aluminium [129,155], as observed in femtosecond
pump-probe experiments. Indeed, any pump-induced variation in refractive index
N = n + ik (2.6)
will simultaneously lead to a change in reectivity [156]
R 
(1   n)2 + k2
(1 + n)2 + k2 (2.7)
and plasmon decay length [138]
L 

2

(n2   k2)2
2nk
(2.8)
given by the following formulae:
R =
4
(n2 + k2 + 2n + 1)2  [(n2   k2   1)n + (2nk)k] (2.9)
and
L =
(n2   k2)
4n2k2  [(3n2k + k3)n   (3nk2 + n3)k]: (2.10)
For metals it is generally true that k > n and aluminium is no exception at the experi-
mental wavelengths used here. Under such conditions, (@L=@n) and (@R=@n) have the
same sign, as do (@L=@k) and (@R=@k). Analysis shows that an increase in reectivity
induced by ultrafast optical excitation, such as those reported in [129,155], coincides
with lower losses for plasmon propagation manifested as an increase in the measured
plasmon signal output.
The connection between light-induced reectivity increases and plasmonic signal
propagation may also be illustrated using simple models like the Drude model. Wherein
it is found that changes in the density of free carriers (induced by an intense pump pulse
excitation) gives an increase in the detected plasmon signal intensity by increasing
the plasmon decay length, simultaneously with an increase in the reectivity of the
aluminium/silica interface as well. See Appendix C on page 111 for further details.
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2.6 Summary
In this chapter a new principle for the direct optical modulation of plasmon signals
with terahertz bandwidth has been demonstrated experimentally. The spectral depen-
dence of this ultrafast optically-induced surface plasmon polariton modulation in an
aluminium/silica waveguide has also been investigated in the vicinity of the metal's
near-infrared interband absorption peak.
The response comprises an ultrafast (femtosecond), polarization-dependent coherent
component, and a slower (picosecond) component, linked to `Fermi smearing' and co-
herent nonlinearities. Both components increase substantially with increasing wave-
length towards the absorption peak, but the slow component grows more rapidly and
ultimately comes to dominate the response characteristic. Thus, for plasmonic signal
modulation applications there is a trade-o to be made between modulation depth
and operating frequency. At shorter wavelengths (e.g. 765 nm) the peak modulation
depth is small (<10% even at high pump uences), but with a fast response component
around three times larger than the slow component one could operate at terahertz fre-
quencies and beyond. In contrast, at 810 nm one can achieve a modulation depth in
excess of 35% but at a frequency limited by the exponential decay dynamics of the
slow component to the few-gigahertz range. It should be noted that the level of direct
modulation of the plasmonic signal may be increased manyfold using interferometric
arrangements, as has been demonstrated with plasmonic versions of Mach-Zehnder [86]
and Fabry-Perot [88] interferometers.
The demonstrated switching time is around 200 fs but could be as short as a few tens
of femtoseconds as it is ultimately limited only by the electron momentum relaxation
time. The advantages of the present switching technology for plasmon polariton signals
include simplicity of both geometry and material composition, compatibility with exis-
ting CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) fabrication technique, and
operation wavelengths close to an important on-chip interconnect wavelength.
The ultrafast femtosecond switching times and modest switching energy require-
ments (comparable with those needed to record information bits on a CD (Compact
Disc)) reported here open the gates to the exploration of what can ultimately be achie-
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ved in nonlinear plasmonics and active plasmonic switching, as more and more people
increasingly look at nonlinearities in plasmonics [92,109,111,112,115,116,153].
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Femtosecond surface plasmon
pulse propagation
3.1 Synopsis
It is well known that short optical pulses are distorted as they travel through disper-
sive and/or absorbing media and similar eects are to be expected in ultrafast SPP
propagation. Indeed, one may anticipate that such eects will be more pronounced
in plasmonic systems that by their very nature must contain lossy, dispersive metals.
Here in this chapter, the reshaping of femtosecond SPP pulses propagating on planar
metal/dielectric plasmon waveguides are analysed and implications for future linear
and nonlinear ultrafast plasmonic device applications are considered [157].
An introduction and discussion of the driving forces behind ultrafast and nonlinear
plasmonics are presented in Section 3.2, which leads to the scope of this chapter, that
is an analysis of reshaping eects in ultrafast SPP pulse propagations. In Section 3.3
preliminary parameters are introduced and dened, relevant for the main calculations,
such as SPP propagation length, dispersion coecient, or the description of the wave-
guide considered here. In the following section the actual constituting eects of pulse
reshapings are discussed, initially at isolation, then as a combination of both. In Sec-
tion 3.5 preliminary nonlinear propagation modes in metal/silica SPP waveguides are
considered, with the emphasis of generation of plasmon solitons with underlining metal
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nonlinearities as opposed to the more conventionally considered dielectric contribution.
This is followed and nished by the concluding section.
3.2 Introduction
As has been highlighted in the introductory chapter, much interest in surface plasmon
polaritons is derived from the possibility that plasmonic technologies oer a way to
bridge the gap between today's fast, high-bandwidth (but diraction-limited) photonic
systems and nanoscale (but speed- and bandwidth-limited) electronic components [8,9].
With such revolutionary applications in mind, among others, there is a growing interest
in ultrafast and nonlinear plasmonic phenomena, relevant for example to high-frequency
plasmonic data transports and signal manipulations, such as:
 active plasmonic signal modulation [81,83], where the performance limits have
been recently extended into the femtojoule switching energy and terahertz opera-
ting frequency domains with the demonstrations respectively of a compact eld-
eect plasmonic modulator [96] and the direct optical modulation of SPP propa-
gation on the femtosecond timescale [90]; along with these lines, ultrafast grating
assisted light coupling schemes were demonstrated by optically induced shifting
of the Wood's anomalies [133,134]; followed by very recently the demonstration
of ultrafast nonlinear control of plasmonic nanorod metamaterials [92];
 `coherent control', which makes nanoscale energy localization possible at a given
space by phase modulation of the excitation light [158,159];
 nonlinear and ultrafast excitation modes of surface plasmon polaritons by, for
example, optical four-wave mixing [109{112] or by generation of transient gra-
tings [135];
 and nonlinear propagation modes for instance surface plasmon polariton ana-
logue of optical solitons, i.e. plasmon solitons, which have been analyzed in
various metal/nonlinear dielectric waveguides, such as, conventional slot [160],
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straight [161,162], tapered [163] waveguides and metallic nanowires embedded in
a nonlinear medium [164].
It is therefore instructive to analyze reshaping eects of ultrafast SPP pulses as they
propagate along a metal/dielectric plasmon waveguides, if future ultrafast and nonlinear
plasmonic applications are to be realized.
Although approximations are often used in plasmonic modelling, these can give
substantial errors [165], so therefore in what follows, experimentally determined optical
constants are employed from Refs. [166] for selected metals and [167] for fused silica. A
simple comparison of the discrepancy between models and experimentally determined
optical constants are highlighted in Appendix D on page 114.
3.3 SPP propagation
Surface plasmon polaritons propagating on an ideally at metal/dielectric interface
(see Fig. 3.1a) are characterized by a wavelength-dependent propagation length SPP,
over which the power or intensity of the mode falls to 1=e of its initial value [138] (see
Fig. 3.1b), given by:
SPP =
1
2k
00
SPP
(3.1)
where k
00
SPP is the imaginary part of the complex surface plasmon polariton wave vector
described by:
kSPP = k0
r
"d"m
"d + "m
; (3.2)
here k0, "d and "m being the free-space wave vector and the complex relative permit-
tivities of the dielectric and metal waveguide components respectively.
In a plasmonic waveguide, the dispersion of both the real and imaginary parts of
the SPP refractive index
nSPP =
r
"d"m
"d + "m
(3.3)
or in other words both group velocity dispersion (GVD) and loss dispersion (LD),
will contribute substantially to the reshaping of short pulses during propagation. It
is therefore instructive to analyse these eects rst in isolation. The GVD can be
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Figure 3.1: (a) Modelled femtosecond surface plasmon polariton waveguide parameters.
The SPP pulse propagates along a at metal/dielectric waveguide (the metal part being
either aluminium, copper, silver or gold, and the dielectric part is silica), which has
a xed length of one propagation length. (b) Exponential SPP decay characteristic
described by Eq. (3.1), showing the distance of one propagation length SPP.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Group velocity dispersion (GVD), (b) propagation length and (c) GVD-
induced temporal pulse broadening per propagation length SPP (in femtoseconds of
pulse width per nanometer of bandwidth) as a function of wavelength for an Al/SiO2
plasmonic waveguide.
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described by the dispersion coecient:
D =  

c
d2n
0
SPP
d2 (3.4)
where  is the free-space wavelength, c is the speed of light and n
0
SPP is the real part of
the SPP refractive index. By combining Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) as a rst approximation
one may evaluate the extent of pulse broadening per propagation length SPP as shown
for an aluminium/silica SPP waveguide in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2a shows the material dispersion coecient of aluminium in the wavelength
range between 400 and 1600 nm. With the exception of the region between around 700-
1100 nm, it displays a slowly varying function with wavelength. Around the interband
resonant wavelength of aluminium, D behaves in an anomalous manner, i.e. rapidly
changing sign as the wavelength increases. Also, this is the region where one can nd
values of D > 0, indicating anomalous dispersions. Here, the shorter wavelength
component of the pulse travels faster than the longer wavelengths. By combining this
dispersion coecient with the SPP propagation length, the GVD induced temporal
spread per nanometer of bandwidth can be calculated as seen in Fig. 3.2c which shows
the most important wavelength range for aluminium, where attention needs to be taken
if short pulses are employed in the given waveguide conguration.
3.4 Pulse reshaping eects
Consider the propagation of an SPP pulse with a Gaussian eld amplitude prole
A(x;t) at the input to such a waveguide (i.e. at x = 0, see Fig. 3.1a), given by:
A(0;t) = exp

 
t2
2
0

(3.5)
where 0 is the 1=e half-width [168] (see Fig. 3.3). To isolate the impact of group velocity
dispersion, one must Fourier transform this prole and in the wavelength (frequency)
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Figure 3.3: Femtosecond surface plasmon polariton pulse parameters. Gaussian input
pulse amplitude proles in temporal (left) and spectral (right) domains.
domain apply a multiplication factor M
0
i:
M
0
i = exp
h
ik
0
SPP(i)x
i
= exp
h
ik0n
0
SPP(i)x
i
(3.6)
that adjusts each component i (see Fig. 3.3) according to the dispersive eect due
to GVD as it travels a distance x (in the present case, a distance of one propagation
length for the centre wavelength 0) before executing the inverse Fourier transform to
recover the temporal amplitude prole of the output pulse. The intensity prole is then
given by I = jAj2.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show GVD-induced SPP pulse broadenings and output pulse
intensities respectively as a function of input pulse duration and wavelength for an
aluminium/silica SPP waveguide. In this particular case, substantial temporal broa-
dening, by a factor of up to 1.3 per propagation length SPP, occurs for the shortest
pulses considered at longer near-infrared wavelengths where both bandwidth and SPP
propagation length are relatively large (see Fig. 3.4). The prominent feature that ap-
peared in Figure 3.2c is still present, but is largely overshadowed by the peak in the
longer wavelength range. At longer wavelengths both the SPP propagation length and
bandwidth are larger, for example the bandwidth has a 2 dependence. It should also
be noted that pulse width is not the only characteristic aected here. If a Gaussian
pulse is broadened by a factor of 1.3, conservation of energy dictates that its peak in-
tensity will be reduced by a factor of 1.3 as well. This can be clearly seen in Figure 3.5,
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Figure 3.4: Percentage GVD-induced SPP pulse broadening per propagation length
SPP as a function of: (a) centre wavelength (at 10 fs input pulse width); (b) input
pulse width (at 1500 nm centre wavelength) and; (c) combination of both for an Al/SiO2
waveguide.
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Figure 3.5: GVD-induced output SPP pulse intensity per propagation length SPP as
a function of: (a) centre wavelength (at 10 fs input pulse width); (b) input pulse width
(at 1500 nm centre wavelength) and; (c) combination of both for an Al/SiO2 waveguide.
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which shows that the output intensity can be as much as 23% smaller than the input
intensity. The GVD-induced intensity reduction observed here is in addition to the
exponential decay due to losses described by SPP. In both calculations two examples
are also shown to highlight these broadening and intensity reduction eects. In the
rst case the input pulse duration was set to 10 fs, while the wavelengths were changed
(see cross sections in Figs 3.4a and 3.5a), and in the second case the wavelength value
was set to 1500 nm and the input pulse durations were changed (see cross sections in
Figs 3.4b and 3.5b).
Figure 3.6 shows group velocity dispersion induced pulse reshapings of a 10 fs input
signal for an aluminium/silica SPP waveguide. Two examples are presented, one of the
selected wavelength (1050 nm) is located close to the the absorption region where the
most interesting changes happen, while the other wavelength is located at longer wave-
lengths (1500 nm), where the changes are the maximum. In both cases, the deviations
of the output pulse prole from the input Gaussian are relatively small and conned to
the low-intensity fringes of the pulse. This ensures the validity of the measured values
at 1=e. The input and output pulse proles are normalized for easier identication of
the changes.
Figure 3.6: Normalized 10 fs input (black line) and corresponding output amplitude
pulse proles at selected wavelengths (as labelled) resulting from group velocity disper-
sion. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to 1=e.
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In photonic systems based on highly transparent dielectric media, loss dispersion can
often be neglected. However in plasmonic waveguides, which by necessity incorporate
metallic components, it cannot. Indeed, it can make a signicant contribution to the
reshaping of femtosecond SPP pulses, and may either enhance or counteract the eects
of GVD. Consider now a waveguide with zero GVD and, as above, an input SPP pulse
with a Gaussian amplitude prole in the time domain as dened by Eq. (3.5). In this
case the wavelength domain multiplication factor M
00
i :
M
00
i = exp
h
 k
00
SPP(i)x
i
= exp

 
x
2SPP(i)

(3.7)
adjusts each component i (see Fig. 3.3) according to the losses it experiences in tra-
veling a distance x (again, one propagation length for the centre wavelength 0).
Loss dispersion (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8) manifests itself most clearly as an alternation
of output pulse broadening and narrowing regions located nearby the resonance wa-
velengths, as shown in Fig. 3.7, again for an aluminium/silica waveguide. Temporal
broadening, by as much as 22% per propagation length SPP was observed. This broa-
dening region is located immediately next to narrowing region, which can reach of up
to 8% around 825 nm just above the metal's interband absorption. This implies an
LD-induced temporal narrowing of pulses at these wavelengths, in opposition to GVD-
induced broadening in the same range, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. LD can also cause
acceleration or retardation in SPP pulse decay, as shown in Fig. 3.8. For many combi-
nations of input pulse duration and centre wavelength, the intensity falls as expected
to 1=e of its initial value over a distance of one propagation length. However, output
intensities are as much as 28% higher than expected are observed again for centre wa-
velengths just above the interband absorption region of aluminium at  800 nm. This
output intensity growth indicates a decay rate of 28% lower than one would expect.
Again, for both calculations the broadening and intensity reduction eects are further
highlighted by simple examples. In the rst example the input pulse duration was set
to 10 fs, while the wavelengths were changed (see cross sections in Figs 3.7a and 3.8a),
and in the second example the wavelength value was set to 850 nm and the input pulse
durations were changed (see cross sections in Figs 3.7b and 3.8b).
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Figure 3.7: Percentage LD-induced SPP pulse broadening per propagation length SPP
as a function of: (a) centre wavelength (at 10 fs input pulse width); (b) input pulse
width (at 850 nm centre wavelength) and; (c) combination of both for an Al/SiO2
waveguide.
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Figure 3.8: LD-induced output SPP pulse intensity (normalized by a factor of 1=e) per
propagation length SPP as a function of: (a) centre wavelength (at 10 fs input pulse
width); (b) input pulse width (at 850 nm centre wavelength) and; (c) combination of
both for an Al/SiO2 waveguide.
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Figure 3.9: Comparisons of normalized output amplitude pulse proles at 825 nm. The
red curve shows the loss dispersion induced temporal pulse narrowing as opposition to
group velocity dispersion induced pulse broadening (blue curve). Also highlighted is
the input 10 fs pulse with black line. The dashed horizontal line corresponds to 1=e.
In Figure 3.10 the loss dispersion induced pulse reshapings of a 10 fs input signal for
an aluminium/silica SPP waveguide is highlighted. Again, two examples are selected,
now both of the wavelengths (850 and 1050 nm) are located next to the absorption
region, which consecutively shows pulse narrowing and pulse broadening. The taken
example output pulse proles shows again little deviations from the input Gaussian.
The input and output pulse proles are also normalized for easier identication of the
changes.
The combined eect of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion can be evaluated
by employing the full wavelength domain multiplication factor Mi:
Mi = M
0
i  M
00
i = exp[ikSPP(i)x] (3.8)
in the above analytical procedure. One may thus obtain a complete picture of surface
plasmon polariton pulse reshaping eects, and assess the relative merits of dierent
waveguide materials for ultrashort SPP pulse transmission and nonlinear plasmonic
applications.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized 10 fs input (black line) and corresponding output amplitude
pulse proles at selected wavelengths (as labelled) resulting from loss dispersion. The
dashed horizontal line corresponds to 1=e.
Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 compares the combined eects of group velocity
dispersion (GVD) and loss dispersion (LD) on SPP pulse transmission for aluminium/,
copper/, silver/ and gold/silica waveguides in terms of broadening and intensity decay
experienced by pulses traveling over a distance of one propagation length. For easier
comparison of these eects on dierent waveguide materials the broadenings and in-
tensity decays are presented rst in the range of 40-200 fs input pulse width, which
have relatively modest percentage changes, but still very nicely highlights the critical
regions. The extreme ultrafast pulse durations of few tens of femtoseconds are pre-
sented in Appendix E on page 121. Note that Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 have
dierent scales, but the colour coding is the same, i.e. blue corresponds to pulse nar-
rowings and associated decay retardations, while red corresponds to pulse broadenings
and associated decay accelerations.
In the case of aluminium (Fig 3.11) the balance between GVD- and LD-induced
eects can now be seen, with adjacent bands of temporal pulse narrowing (and asso-
ciated decay retardation) and broadening (with decay acceleration) in the vicinity of
the metal's interband absorption resonance. Also highlighted in the gure with dashed
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Figure 3.11: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on aluminium/silica
waveguide. The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus LD-induced) percentage pulse
broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized output intensity, as functions
of input pulse duration and centre wavelength. The dashed vertical line highlights the
temporal pulse narrowing and and associated decay retardation areas.
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Figure 3.12: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on copper/silica
waveguide. The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus LD-induced) percentage pulse
broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized output intensity, as functions
of input pulse duration and centre wavelength. The dashed vertical line highlights the
temporal pulse broadening and and associated decay acceleration areas.
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Figure 3.13: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion
on SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on silver/silica
waveguide. The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus LD-induced) percentage pulse
broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized output intensity, as functions of
input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
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Figure 3.14: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion
on SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on gold/silica
waveguide. The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus LD-induced) percentage pulse
broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized output intensity, as functions of
input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
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vertical line the regions of temporal pulse narrowing and intensity decay retardation,
which is located at around 875 nm. The same behaviour can be very nicely observed
in the case of copper (Fig 3.12) as well with signicantly stronger pulse broadening
and intensity decay acceleration. For example, in the case of aluminium the maximum
pulse broadening at 40 fs pulse width is only 3% while in the case of copper is more
than double with a value of around 6.5%. In this gure now, the dashed vertical line
corresponds to pulse broadening and enhanced decay, represented by the reddish color,
which in the case of copper is located at around 630 nm. In contrast to the above mate-
rials, silver (Fig 3.13) presents a largely achromatic picture of minimal reshaping across
the visible to near-infrared range for all but the shortest pulse durations (< 50 fs). In
most combinations of the wavelength and pulse duration considered here, the pulse
broadening is less than 1%. One important aspect related to silver is that there is no
signicant interband resonance in the visible wavelength range, which translates into
a lack of pulse narrowing and intensity decay retardation as opposed to other metals
investigated here. This behavior is highlighted nicely in Appendix E where the gures
display absolute values. Finally, gold (Fig 3.14) presents a richer pattern of reshaping
eects, with a family of pulse broadening and narrowing (enhanced and retarded decay)
domains in the visible wavelength range (between 480 and 740 nm) and eects that
are much more pronounced than either aluminium, copper or silver. The maximum
pulse broadening here reaches up to 11% at 700 nm. Importantly, it is also found that
SPP pulses at 1550 nm - a key telecommunications wavelength, will suer substantial
broadening and accelerated decay as well.
3.5 Plasmon solitons
While minimal reshaping may be desirable for many short pulse signal propagation
applications, others may benet from, or indeed rely on the kind of strong dispersion
characteristics indicated in gold, copper or aluminium SPP waveguides. For example,
one is invited by recent reports [110,134] to consider nonlinear SPP propagation modes
supported by the nonlinearity of the metallic (as opposed to the more conventionally
considered dielectric [160{164]) component of the waveguide. Solitons strike a delicate
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balance between nonlinear and dispersive eects to achieve a eld prole (temporal
or spatial) that does not change during propagation. A preliminary analysis of the
prospects for achieving a plasmon soliton mode may be based on a comparison among
the SPP propagation length SPP (see Eq. (3.1)) and characteristic dispersion (LD) and
nonlinearity (LNL) lengths:
LD =
4!2
0
jDj
(3.9)
LNL =
1
n2k0I0
(3.10)
where ! is the angular frequency, I0 is the peak intensity, and n2 is the nonlinear
refractive index [168]. One is seeking to match LD and LNL, ideally at a level far
below SPP. The rst part of this objective can be achieved in a planar gold/silica
waveguide with reasonable pulse parameters. For example, 8 fs pulse width, 3 W/m2
peak intensity, and a bulk gold value of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility (3) =
7:6  10 19 m2/V2 (from Ref. [120]) give LD = LNL = 4.7 m at a wavelength of
640 nm. The wavelength of 640 nm was purposely chosen, as in this range gold has
a positive value of dispersion coecient D = 0:0627 fs/(nmm), which is required
for soliton generation. However the SPP propagation distance at this wavelength is
only 1.9 m, so fundamental solitons may be dicult to observe. The situation be-
comes even less favourable at longer wavelengths as LD increases much faster than
SPP. But the possibility should certainly not be excluded. For example, D may be
increased substantially by a waveguide dispersion contribution in alternative geometries
(e.g. strip, nanowire, and slot waveguides), which may inherently support long-range
SPP modes (i.e. provide much larger values of SPP). At the same time (3) may be
signicantly higher in the near-eld of a metal surface than in bulk, values as high as
1:96  10 15 m2/V2 have been reported for gold lms [118].
3.6 Summary
In summary, a detailed study of short (femtosecond) surface plasmon polariton pulse
reshaping eects in metal/dielectric waveguides is presented. It is found that group ve-
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locity and loss dispersion in such structures can substantially change the pulse proles.
Reshaping eects like broadening during ultrafast SPP pulse propagation, and accele-
ration of their attenuation are such examples found, particularly at wavelengths in the
vicinity of interband absorption resonances of the designated metals. These reshaping
eects have obvious implications for pulse repetition rates and signal-to-noise ratio in
many applications. At the same time, there are wavelength bands where one may ex-
ploit a temporal narrowing and associated retardation of intensity decay brought about
by dispersion eects. Notably, the pulse reshaping properties of silver/silica waveguides
are found to be remarkably achromatic in the visible to near-IR range.
It is anticipated that the increasing number of experimental and theoretical studies
in ultrafast and nonlinear plasmonics will inform the future development of practical
device technologies in the same way that studies of ultrafast and nonlinear optical
phenomena have contributed to the advancement of photonics (especially today's ber-
based telecommunication networks). With this in mind, nonlinear propagation modes
in metal/silica SPP waveguides are also considered. Further analysis suggests that
soliton supported solely by the nonlinearity of metallic waveguide components may be
achieved as well.
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Chalcogenide glasses in active
plasmonics
4.1 Synopsis
The phase change technology behind the current rewritable optical disks and the latest
generation of electronic memories has provided clear commercial and technological ad-
vances for the eld of data storage, by virtue of the many key attributes chalcogenide
materials oer [169]. New generations of optoelectronic devices are being driven by
the merging of optics and electronics, as photons and electrons begin to cooperate in
a single material platform. As a part of this evolution, plasmonics and metamaterials
bring with them the ability to focus and manipulate light on the nanoscale, far beyond
the diraction limit of conventional optics. With such strong credentials in the `parent'
elds of photonics and electronics, it is more than reasonable to assume that chalcoge-
nides have much to oer in the plasmonic domain as well. With these considerations
in mind the use of chalcogenide glass media in active plasmonic switching devices are
considered and a proof of principle demonstration based on reversible photo-induced
changes in the optical properties of a chalcogenide thin lm is presented [93].
In Section 4.2 a short introduction to existing plasmonic modulators based on re-
fractive index change is given. In the following section (4.3) the chalcogenide family
of glasses are introduced with highlights of their strength in elds ranging from data
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storage to infrared optics, furthermore their large optical nonlinearities compared to
conventional silica glasses are emphasized. Also in this section, gallium lanthanum
sulphide (GLS) glass introduced as the core chalcogenide element of this chapter. Sec-
tion 4.4 presents a numerical analysis of chalcogenide active plasmonic systems as a
precursor to the proof of principle demonstrations described in Section 4.5. These in-
form the discussion in Section 4.6 of the ultimate potential held by chalcogenide media
in the plasmonic domain once full amorphous-crystalline phase transition performed.
In Section 4.7 a summary of the chapter is given with an outlook of what could be
potentially achieved in active plasmonics with chalcogenide glasses.
4.2 Introduction
Much of the recent interest in the eld of plasmonics (as discussed in Chapter 1) has
been driven by the prospect of high-bandwidth, nanoscale data transport and pro-
cessing systems based on surface plasmon polaritons as information carriers and an
enhanced plasmonic synergy between today's microelectronic and photonic technolo-
gies, which will enable the direct interaction of high speed photonic devices with small
size electronic component in the future (see Fig. 1.5) [170]. Active plasmonic devices
able to dynamically switch and modulate SPP signals will be crucial to such applica-
tions and a range of functional media have been investigated for this purpose in recent
years [81, 83]. In the rst proposed [84] and subsequently demonstrated [85] active
plasmonic modulator, dramatic SPP property changes were achieved by light-induced
structural phase transition in a nanoscale layer of phase change medium. Other plas-
mon modulator devices employing similar refractive index modulation of the associated
waveguide element have since been demonstrated. Such as, for example:
 reversible changes in the SPP waveguide properties by heating [86];
 optical excitation of uorescent dye molecules [87];
 optical excitation of quantum dot layer adjacent to the metal surface [88];
 optical excitation of photochromic molecules adjacent to the metal surface [89];
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 bias voltage induced domain switch in barium titanate part of a plasmonic wave-
guide [95];
 bias voltage induced index change in silicon part of a plasmonic waveguide [96];
 ultrafast optical excitation of an Al/SiO2 plasmonic waveguide [90];
 ultrafast optical excitation of a Au/Si plasmonic waveguide [91];
 ultrafast optical excitation of bowtie antennas [94].
With proof-of-principle demonstrations pushing active plasmonic performance limits
into the technologically competitive femtojoule switching energy [96] and terahertz
modulation frequency [90] domains (see Chapter 2), increasing attention is being given
to more practical issues such as CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)
and/or SOI (silicon-on-insulator) process compatibility and the long term performance
characteristics of switching media. To illustrate how the eld of active plasmonics are
evolving in terms of speed and energy eciency, please refer back to Fig. 1.6.
4.3 Chalcogenides
The chalcogenides - compounds containing heavier group 16 elements (e.g. sulphur,
selenium, tellurium) from the periodic table - are a remarkable family of materials, dis-
playing an extensive range of technologically relevant optical, electronic, thermal and
mechanical eects [171,172]. Chalcogenide glasses are sensitive to the absorption of
electromagnetic radiation and therefore exhibit several types of photo-induced pheno-
mena [173], including the ability to be reversibly switched on the nanosecond timescale
between structural phases with markedly dierent electromagnetic properties (`thre-
shold' or `Ovshinsky eect' switching [174]). They are also physically robust and their
properties (e.g. refractive index, nonlinearity, resistivity, melting temperature, etc.)
can be tuned substantially through compositional variation (see for example Fig. 4.1
and Ref. [175]). As such, chalcogenide glasses have been in widespread commercial use
for many years in re-writable optical discs, where data is routinely encoded at more
than 200 Mbit/s [176] (here, the relative dierences between low reectivity amorphous
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Figure 4.1: Tunability of the refractive index (top row) and extinction coecient (bot-
tom row) through compositional variation in (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline ger-
manium antimony telluride (GST) samples. The images are courtesy of Prof. Daniel
Hewak (University of Southampton, UK), also see Ref. [175].
state and high reectivity crystalline state is exploited) and are the basis of next gene-
ration electronic memories1 (PRAM), where bit sizes may be as small as a few tens of
nanometers and switching energies are on the order of picojoules [179] (here, the rela-
tive dierences between high resistivity amorphous state and low resistivity crystalline
state is exploited). Chalcogenide glasses are also exhibiting several other interesting
phenomena [172,180], including transparency into the mid-infrared wavelengths [181]
and third-order optical nonlinearities more than two orders of magnitude larger than
silica [182,183]. These characteristics can provide broad operational bandwidth and the
possibility of useful plasmonic functionalities beyond phase change modulation concept
1As of May 2011, at least two companies sell commercial products based on phase change memories.
Micron Technology sells 128 Mbit PRAM based on 90 nm manufacturing process [177], while Samsung
sells 512 Mbit PRAM parts with 65 nm lithographic process [178].
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at the core of this chapter. With such strong credentials in the `parent' elds of pho-
tonics and electronics, it is more than reasonable to assume that chalcogenides have
much to oer in the `hybrid' plasmonic domain as well.
Apart from the great commercial signicance in the eld of data storage [169,184],
and the great promise it holds for plasmonics, they are also extensively studied for in-
frared devices (such as detectors, lenses, sensors and optical bres operating in infrared
wavelengths [172,185,186]), laser power delivery applications (such as industrial welding
operations by for example high energy CO2 laser and laser surgery in the wavelength
coinciding with the peak absorption band of water [185{187]), solar cell [188] appli-
cations and very recently introduced as a key element in future cognitive information
processing and computing technology [189].
Germanium antimony telluride (GST) is by far the most extensively studied and
well-characterized chalcogenide system. However, a high index of refraction and sub-
stantial absorption in the visible to near-IR part of the spectrum [190] complicate its
application to plasmonics. Therefore, the attention was turned to gallium lanthanum
sulphide (GLS), a semiconducting, non-toxic chalcogenide glass with a transparency
band extending from 500 nm to around 10 m (see Fig. 4.2). Since its discovery in
1976 [191], GLS glass has been recognized for its superior properties such as low toxicity
(it does not contain the arsenic-based glass former found in the majority of commer-
cially available chalcogenides) and great thermal stability. With a glass transition and
melting temperature of around Tg = 600 C and Tm = 900 C respectively, it is well
above other chalcogenide systems (e.g. Tg = 100 C and Tm = 600 C are the typical
values for GST) that results in an enhanced environmental stability and is undoubtedly
suited for practical devices [175,186,192]. Also, measurements indicate that among op-
tical glasses, GLS oers one of the highest nonlinearity, with third-order nonlinear
susceptibility of around (3) = 1:15  10 20 m2/V2 [186,192,193], it is roughly two
orders of magnitude larger than silica (see Section 2.2 for values of silica).
Bulk samples and sputtering targets of this novel glass composition were prepared by
Mr. Kenton Knight (University of Southampton, UK) by melt quenching and annealing
a mixture of high-purity gallium sulphide and lanthanum sulphide precursors. This
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Figure 4.2: Optical transmission of a 1 mm thick amorphous GLS glass sample in the
visible to near-IR range. The transmission spectrum was taken by Dr. Shufeng Li
(University of Southampton, UK).
work with GLS glasses was made possible by the availability of custom glasses prepared
by one of the world's foremost chalcogenide materials research groups led by Prof.
Daniel Hewak (University of Southampton, UK).
4.4 Chalcogenide plasmonics through modelling
To understand how photo-induced changes in chalcogenides aect plasmonic functiona-
lities, the Kretschmann-Raether conguration (also known as Kretschmann congura-
tion) for the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons on a chalcogenide/metal interface
was considered [44]. The Kretschmann prism coupling scheme is one of the techniques
to compensate the discrepancy between the wave vectors of free space light and SPP. It
relies on the fact that the wave vector of the light inside a dielectric medium (a prism
in our case) is increased. At a certain angle of incidence the wave vector of the inter-
nally reected light matches the SPP wave vector on external metal/dielectric interface,
and resonant light tunneling occurs through the metal lm, which gives rise to surface
plasmon polariton excitation [44,194]. This above mentioned system is analytically
modeled to inform design of experimental samples.
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Initially to analyse a three-layer Kretschmann system of TiO2, Ag and GLS at the
telecommunications wavelength of 1550 nm the transfer-matrix method (TMM) [195]
was employed to compute the reectivity at the specic layer. The calculations pre-
sented below were performed using a Matlab algorithm, developed by Dr. Kuo Pin
Chiu (National Taiwan University, Taiwan), implementing the TMM for multilayer
systems. In this instance, silver was used as the metal component of the plasmon wa-
veguide being one of the lowest loss metals. At 1550 nm the propagation length is
close to the millimeter range. Refractive index data for TiO2 and Ag were taken from
Refs. [196] and [166] respectively, while values for GLS were derived from ellipsometric
measurements performed by Dr. Shufeng Li (University of Southampton, UK). In the
calculations the complex refractive indices were used, i.e. losses were taken into ac-
count. The refractive index data for the as-deposited amorphous phase can be seen in
Fig. 4.3. In this phase GLS has a real part of refractive index around 2.3 in the longer
wavelength part of the spectrum, while the imaginary part is eectively zero above
400 nm. At the wavelength of 1550 nm, values of na = 2:28 and ka = 0 were used.
Figure 4.3: Real (blue curve) and imaginary (green curve) parts of the refractive index
of amorphous GLS in the visible to near-IR spectra. The dashed vertical line corres-
ponds to 1550 nm used in the calculations, along with specic values of the refractive
indices at this wavelength. The refractive index data were derived from ellipsometric
measurements by Dr. Shufeng Li (University of Southampton, UK).
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Simulations were performed for two dierent polarization states for electric elds
parallel (p-polarized) and perpendicular (s-polarized) respect to plane of the incidence
for a range of incident angles and silver lm thicknesses. In order to surface plasmon
polariton waves to be formed and to propagate along the interface, there must be a
component of the electric eld parallel (or magnetic eld perpendicular) to the plane
of incident, i.e. parallel to the propagation direction.
Figure 4.4b shows reectivity R as a function of incident angle  and silver lm
thickness t for p- and s-polarized light at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The pronounced
reectivity dip associated with the resonant light tunneling, i.e. excitation of SPPs on
the metal/GLS interface is present for the p-polarized case for silver thicknesses of a few
tens of nanometers between around 20 and 80 nm and for a narrow angular range above
the critical angle. For the s-polarized case, as expected no characteristic reectivity dip
was found. Figure 4.4c shows cross-sections of these plots at t = 45 nm and illustrates
the quality of the p-polarization coupling resonance at angle of SPP = 73:6 (R ! 0
over a narrow angular range of a few degree).
For practical applications one must consider nite GLS lm thicknesses. To a point,
thinner lms are easier to fabricate and show better switching attributes (faster, lower
energy). At the same time, as Fig. 4.5 shows, the resonant SPP coupling characteristics
in the Kretschmann geometry depend strongly on the GLS lm thickness t2. With
increasing lm thickness the angular position of SPP coupling resonance shifts to higher
angles as highlighted in Fig. 4.5c for the case of t2 = 100;200;300 and 400 nm. Also, for
a given Ag lm thickness (t = 40 nm in this case), the coupling angle for SPP excitation
decreases sigmoidally with GLS thickness between about 500 nm and 50 nm as shown
in Fig. 4.5b. The resonant coupling angles corresponding to the four GLS thickness at
xed Ag lm thickness as highlighted in Fig. 4.5c are SPP = 30;53;64 and 69 for
t2 = 100;200;300 and 400 nm respectively. The width of the coupling resonance were
also found to follow this trend and decreases as the GLS lm thickness become thinner.
For example, the width at R = 0:5 in the case of 400 nm is about 5, while it is only 2
in the case of 100 nm GLS thickness. Altogether, by controlling the chalcogenide lm
thickness one may substantially tune the plasmonic properties of the structure.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Modeled Kretschmann geometry for SPP excitation on a silver/GLS
interface. (b) Reectivity R of the structure shown in part (a), for p- and s-polarized
light at 1550 nm as a function of incident angle  and silver thickness t. (c) Cross-
sections of the plots in part (b) showing R as a function of  at t = 45 nm.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Modeled SPP coupling geometry with nite GLS thickness t2. (b) An-
gular position of SPP coupling resonance (min. R) as a function of t2 at a xed silver
thickness t = 40 nm. (c) Reectivity R of the structure shown in part (a) for p-polarized
light at 1550 nm as a function of incident angle  and silver thickness t for dierent
thicknesses t2 of GLS (as labelled).
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4.5 Experimental chalcogenide plasmonics
To conrm that high-quality, stable GLS/silver interfaces can be formed and that they
support surface plasmon polariton propagation, the hypotenuse face of a right-angle
TiO2 (rutile) prism was sputter-coated with 30 nm of silver and 160 nm of amorphous
phase GLS. The reectivity of this structure was measured via the prism as a func-
tion of incident angle using both p- and s-polarized incident beams at a wavelength
of 1550 nm. These data are shown in Figure 4.6 alongside results derived from com-
putational analysis. As expected, the reectivity dip associated with SPP coupling is
only observed for p-polarized light, in the present case at an incident angle SPP =
42.7. Good agreement is achieved between experiment and analytical model with a
GLS refractive index of approximately 2.21.
Photo-induced changes in the chalcogenide excited by low intensity white light
illumination (via one or a combination of photo-refractive, -darkening and -expansive
eects [173,197]) provides an easily accessible mechanism for low frequency transient
plasmonic modulation in the experimentally considered Kretschmann geometry. With
the incident angle for the probe beam detuned from the plasmonic resonance (that is to
a point where jdR=dj is high), the GLS lm from the back side was subjected to white
light illumination (halogen source via a ber-bundle arrangement) at intensities up to
630 mW/cm2 (see Fig. 4.7). This brings about a reversible change in the reected probe
intensity, indicating a photo-induced change in the eciency of plasmonic coupling to
the silver/GLS interface. Relative reectivity changes of up to 3% were observed for
detunings of   0:6 from SPP. The changes are slow (saturating over  35 s) and
maintained only as long as the illumination is present. The sign of the induced change
is positive for  < SPP (red curve) and negative for  > SPP (blue curve) as can be
seen in Figure 4.7, suggesting that the photo-excitation of GLS lm shifts the SPP
coupling resonance to larger angles. A TMM tting indicates an induced refractive
index change in the GLS in the order of  10 3 (assuming no change in absorption or
GLS thickness).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Kretschmann SPP-coupling conguration of a TiO2 prism { 30 nm Ag {
160 nm GLS. (b) Actual sample used in the experiments. (c) Experimentally evaluated
reectivity R as a function of incident angle for p- and s-polarized 1550 nm light (solid
lines) overlaid with curves derived analytically using the transfer matrix method (GLS
refractive index 2.21, dashed lines).
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Figure 4.7: (a) Experimental conguration for plasmonic modulation via photo-
excitation of GLS. (b) At o-resonance incident angles, white light illumination of
GLS produces a modulation of SPP coupling eciency manifested as a modulation of
reectivity R.
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4.6 Modelled phase change plasmonic modulation
When one considers that amorphous-crystalline phase transitions in chalcogenides may
bring about a relative index change approaching 0.1 [175] on nanosecond timescales,
the great potential held by chalcogenides in the plasmonic domain becomes clear. Be-
cause of this, a similar analysis to Section 4.4 conducted here using the transfer-matrix
method again, but now with the focus on amorphous-crystalline phase change. The real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index of amorphous GLS was already shown in
Fig. 4.3, for easy comparison it is repeated here along with the data for the correspon-
ding crystalline phase (see Fig. 4.8). The biggest dierence going from the as-deposited
amorphous phase to crystalline phase is the reduction in the real part and increase in
the imaginary part of the refractive index. In the crystalline GLS phase the real part
of the refractive index is nc = 2:165 at wavelength 1550 nm, considerably smaller than
in the amorphous phase (na = 2:281). The imaginary part of the refractive index is
still very small, reaching only kc = 0:023 at the wavelength of 1550 nm, as opposed to
ka = 0 at this wavelength.
Figure 4.9b shows, for the two forms of GLS, reectivity R as a function of inci-
dent angle  and silver lm thickness t for p-polarized incident light at a wavelength
of 1550 nm. The pronounced reectivity dip associated with the excitation of SPPs on
the metal/chalcogenide interface is present in both cases for silver lm thicknesses of a
few tens of nanometers. Between around 20 and 80 nm in the case of the amorphous
phase (as highlighted also in Fig. 4.4b), and around 10 and and 60 nm in the case of the
crystalline phase. Figure 4.9c shows cross-sections of these plots at t = 35 nm and illus-
trates the dramatic 8:1 shift in resonant coupling angle associated with the structural
transition in GLS from amorphous (SPP = 73:5 at RA
min) to crystalline (SPP = 65:4
at RC
min) phase. It is immediately apparent that the amorphous-crystalline transition
in GLS can provide high contrast switching functionality in this basic sample geometry:
for example, at an incident angle of SPP = 65:4 the phase change provides an optical
reectivity contrast ratio almost 7:1. The corresponding values of the reectivity at
this incident angle are RA = 0:733 and RC
min = 0:11 for the amorphous and crystalline
phase respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Real (blue and purple curves) and imaginary (green and yellow curves)
parts of the refractive indices of (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline GLS in the visible
to near-IR spectra. The dashed vertical lines correspond to 1550 nm used in the
calculations, along with specic values of the refractive indices at this wavelength. The
refractive index data were derived from ellipsometric measurements by Dr. Shufeng Li
(University of Southampton, UK).
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Figure 4.9: (a) Modeled Kretschmann geometry for SPP excitation on a silver/GLS
interface via attenuated total reection in a TiO2 prism. (b) Reectivity R of the
structure shown in part (a), for p-polarized light at 1550 nm as a function of incident
angle  and silver lm thickness t for the amorphous and crystalline forms of GLS.
(c) Cross-sections of the plots in part (b) showing reectivity as a function of incident
angle at t = 35 nm.
Because the resonant SPP coupling characteristics in the Kretschmann geometry
depend strongly on the chalcogenide lm thickness t2 as shown in Fig. 4.5 it is benecial
to look at the changes during the full amorphous-crystalline phase transition as well.
Figure 4.10b shows for the two forms of GLS the resonant coupling angles. Both the
amorphous and crystalline phase show similar trends and increases with increasing GLS
thickness, however the rate of increase is slower for the crystalline phase leaving larger
angle dierences in the coupling resonance between the two phases. On the other hand
Figure 4.10c shows the reectivity for the two forms of GLS at specic thicknesses. As
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Figure 4.10: (a) Modeled SPP coupling geometry with nite GLS thickness t2. (b) An-
gular position of SPP coupling resonance (min. R) as a function of t2 at a xed silver
thickness t = 40 nm for the two forms of GLS. (c) Reectivity R of the structure shown
in part (a) for p-polarized light at 1550 nm as a function of incident angle  and silver
thickness t for dierent thicknesses t2 and phases of GLS (as labelled).
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one can see from the above graphs, by choosing larger chalcogenide lm thicknesses one
can rely on larger plasmon property dierences because of the large angle dierences in
the SPP excitation. However this comes in expense with the excess amount of energy
needed to put into the system to switch larger areas.
One may also dene a resonance contrast ratio:
RC;A   R
A;C
min
R
A;C
min
(4.1)
where R
A;C
min is the minimum reectivity for a given phase (SPP coupling resonance)
and RC;A is the level of the other phase at the same incident angle (as illustrated for
the amorphous phase minimum in Fig. 4.9c). For a large range of GLS thicknesses
the contrast ratio is around 10 for both structural phases. However in the case of
an amorphous to crystalline transition the contrast ratio can reach very high values
at GLS thicknesses of around 150 nm due to the fact that the reectivity minima
here approaches zero. The resonance contrast ratios decline abruptly for GLS lm
thicknesses below about 70 nm (Fig. 4.11).
Figure 4.11: Switching contrast ratios at resonance as functions of GLS thickness for
the two structural forms of GLS (at a xed silver lm thickness t = 40 nm).
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4.7 Summary
In summary, analytical modelling and preliminary experimental demonstrations em-
ploying gallium lanthanum sulphide as a photo-active medium illustrate that chalco-
genide glasses - robust, commercially established, CMOS/SOI-compatible media, may
oer practical active plasmonic switching/modulation functionality for future nanopho-
tonic device applications.
Analytical modelling of rutile (TiO2), silver (Ag) and GLS Kretschmann congura-
tion has shown that surface plasmon polaritons can be excited in such systems. It was
identied that the resonant SPP coupling characteristics in the Kretschmann geome-
try depend strongly on the metal and chalcogenide lm thicknesses and by controlling
these values one may substantially tune the plasmonic properties of the structure.
Preliminary experiments have shown that photo-induced changes in the chalcogenide
excited by, for example, low intensity white light can provide an easily accessible me-
chanism for low frequency transient plasmonic modulation by changing the eciency of
plasmonic coupling to the silver/GLS interface. Further simulations based on the full
amorphous-crystalline phase transition illustrate the great potential chalcogenides held
in the plasmonic domain. In the Kretschmann geometry considered above, a full phase
change with refractive index change magnitude 0.1 would dramatically shift the angular
position of the SPP coupling resonance and provide very large switching contrast ratios
(depending on GLS thickness).
Even though chalcogenides lie at the heart of phase change technology, there are
other useful functionalities beyond phase change modulation that could be employed
in plasmonics. The availability of the large optical transparency band covering most of
the visible to mid-infrared spectral range oers broad operational bandwidth and by
the use of the infrared spectra domain, the CMOS-compatible metals such as alumi-
nium become just as good as gold or silver, which is predominantly used in plasmonic
applications. Not to overlook the high nonlinearity with negligible two-photon absorp-
tion (TPA) that chalcogenides can oer [172,180,198{200] (e.g., the TPA coecient 
of GLS is less than 10 13 m/W at the wavelength of 1520 nm [186]), could provide a
range of useful phenomena in nanoscale systems perhaps even ultrafast opto-plasmonic
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or all-plasmonic switching, as similar to the demonstrated ultrafast all-optical switching
by chalcogenide glass bres [201{203].
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Metamaterial electro-optic switch
of nanoscale thickness
5.1 Synopsis
In this chapter an innovative concept for nanoscale electro-optic switching is presented.
It exploits the frequency shift of a narrow-band Fano resonance mode in a plasmonic
planar metamaterial induced by a change in the dielectric properties of an adjacent
chalcogenide glass layer. An electrically stimulated transition between amorphous and
crystalline forms of the glass brings about a 140 nm shift in the near-infrared resonance
providing transmission modulation with a contrast ratio of up to 4:1 in a device of sub-
wavelength thickness. In essence, a high contrast, near-infrared, electro-optical switch
based on a chalcogenide glass hybridized with nanostructured plasmonic metamaterial
is demonstrated [204].
The problem of electro-optic modulation of light in a device of nanoscale thickness
is discussed in the introductory section with a novel concept to overcome this pro-
blem using a photonic metamaterial which supports narrow (so called trapped mode)
resonances with chalcogenide phase change medium as an active element as highligh-
ted in Section 5.3. In the following section a detailed sample fabrication is presented
with initial sample characterization using a microspectrophotometer. In Section 5.5
the actual phase switching of the GLS layer is presented with dramatic blue-shift of the
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structure's resonance positions. This resonance shift also brings a large modulation in
transmission and reection, providing a contrast ratio of 4:1 in a device structure less
than one third of a wavelength thick. In Section 5.6 computational simulations similar
to the actual device are given with an emphasis on the GLS distribution inside the slit
and outside, on top of the gold layer. The chapter then concludes with a summary
section.
5.2 Introduction
Future nanophotonic applications, in particular photonic data processing circuits, will
undoubtedly require active devices of sub-wavelength dimensions [205,206]. Unfortuna-
tely, electro-optic modulation of light in a device of nanoscale thickness is not a trivial
problem.
In conventional electro-optic modulators exploiting for example the most widely
used Pockels eect, the polarization switching involved requires the interference of
two propagating modes to develop over distances far in excess of the wavelength of
light. The dimensions of such modulators in the propagation direction are often in the
centimeter range [207].
Signal modulation via control of the waveguide absorption coecient or refractive
index is another possibility. However, this approach also requires substantial propa-
gation lengths over which an amplitude or phase change accumulates, or it involves
resonators and/or interferometric arrangements that are inherently longer than the
wavelength of light. The typical dimensions of electro-absorptive quantum well (QW)
structures for example GaAs ring resonators are only few micrometers [208]. Simi-
lar compact (10   12 m) structures based on refractive index modulation of silicon
electro-optic modulators have been demonstrated [209,210].
It has recently been suggested that strong signal modulation may be achieved in
truly nanoscale photonic devices, despite very short propagation lengths, through the
use of materials that show a substantial change in absorption or refraction in response
to a control excitation [205,206]. The relative change in the real and/or imaginary
parts of the refractive index must be of the order of unity and this can only be achieved
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in metals, where phase changes can bring about signicant changes in optical proper-
ties. Such functionality has been extensively studied and demonstrated with elemental
gallium, which can exist in several phases with radically dierent optical properties.
In this case, phase changes led to the modication of the plasmon and interband ab-
sorption to provide a platform for various nanoscale active devices [205,206,211]. Such
demonstrated devices among others consist for example of a high-contrast plasmonic
modulating device, where light control by light was achieved by changing the eciency
of light coupling into a plasmon polariton wave [212,213]. Another device that has po-
tential applications in phase change memory and data storage technologies operating
at extremely low power levels was demonstrated rst by light induced structural phase
transitions in a single gallium nanoparticle [214], followed by the demonstration of
electron beam induced structural phase transitions of individually addressable gallium
nanoparticles [215].
In this chapter, another approach to nanoscale electro-optic modulation is conside-
red that relies not on absorption modulation, but rather on a change in the refraction
of a material associated with a control-input-induced phase change. In a layer of na-
noscale thickness, such a refractive index change would be insucient to noticeably
modulate the intensity or phase of a transmitted wave. However, it is widely reco-
gnized that by combining a nanoscale layer of phase change material with a planar
plasmonic metamaterial (see Fig. 5.1) one can exploit the fact that the position of nar-
row resonant absorption lines in certain metamaterials are strongly dependent on the
dielectric environment [216]. Switching the dielectric layer in contact with such a meta-
material produces a massive change in its resonance frequency. Importantly, given that
the planar metamaterial also has a sub-wavelength thickness, the whole electro-optic
modulating structure can be much thinner than the light wavelength. Moreover, the
resonance frequency, and therefore the spectral band of high contrast switching, can
be engineered by design and located anywhere within the entire transparency range of
the dielectric phase change medium.
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Figure 5.1: Nanoscale electro-optic modulator concept: Changes in the properties of a
phase change medium adjacent to a plasmonic metamaterial for example by electrical,
optical or thermal means leads to dramatic changes in the hybrid (metamaterial plus
phase change medium) structure resonance (changes for example in absorption, reec-
tion, transmission). Also shown in the above gure for example the resulting absorption
spectra of an arbitrary phase A and B.
5.3 Active elements
The selection of an appropriate metamaterial structure with strongly resonant optical
properties is crucially important to such applications envisioned here. Metamaterials
nanostructured media with extraordinary electromagnetic properties not found in na-
ture have become the subject of intense investigations [217{219], with the potential to
impact largely across elds ranging from telecommunications and defence to renewable
energy and healthcare. A remarkable array of new fundamental physical phenomena
and functionalities have been demonstrated, e.g. asymmetric transmission [220], optical
magnetism [221], optical activity without chirality [222], negative refractive index [223],
induced transparency [224], super-lensing [225,226], and cloaking [227,228].
The functionality of metamaterials, typically comprising an ensemble of identical
metallic nanostructures embedded in or supported by a dielectric, is underpinned by
a resonant response characteristic related to the structural dimensions and material
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composition. The experiments in this chapter employ a planar structure belonging to a
class of metamaterials that supports trapped mode plasmonic excitations [20,229,230].
In such metamaterials, weak coupling of the excitation mode to free-space radiation
modes creates exceptionally narrow reection, transmission and absorption resonances
with asymmetric, Fano-like dispersion [216,231]. For example, nite element numerical
modeling illustrates how the presence of an asymmetry in a split ring resonator provides
narrow resonances, compered to the broad dipole resonance of a symmetrically split
ring resonator (see Fig. 5.2). The earliest example of such a metamaterial displaying the
so-called trapped mode resonance was a periodic array of metallic wire asymmetrically
split ring (ASR) resonators that has found numerous applications where sharp spectral
features are required [222,230,232{234]. It has also very recently been shown both
theoretically and experimentally that the strong interactions between the magnetic
moments of the oscillating trapped mode currents in an array of ASR resonators are
able to create a light emission with high spatial coherence fueled by plasmonic current
oscillations, coined as the lasing spaser [27,28]. Here, a complementary structure to
the wire ASR metamaterial is used, a periodic array of ASR slits in a metal lm.
As it has been mentioned, the resonant characteristics of metamaterial structures
are highly sensitive to the local environment. Because of this, a small change in the
properties of an active medium adjacent to the metamaterial can translate to a drama-
tic change in the properties of the combined hybrid structure. This idea has already
been implemented in some forms, such as using photo-excitation of semiconductors to
tune the resonance characteristics of a metamaterial in the terahertz (THz) [235{237]
and near-infrared domains [238], or by harnessing the metal-semiconductor transition
in vanadium dioxide (VO2), again in the terahertz [233,239] and infrared [234] domains
respectively, or by electrochemical modulation of metamaterials to tune the plasmonic
resonances in the terahertz range [240]. But when it comes to practical phase change
functionality, the obvious switchable dielectric candidates for the realization of this
concept are the chalcogenide glasses found in the heart of today's re-writable optical disc
technologies [176] and non-volatile electronic memories [179]. For further description
of chalcogenide glasses, please refer back to Section 4.3. With threshold switching pro-
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Figure 5.2: Calculated optical transmission spectra of arbitrary split ring metamaterials
with asymmetric and symmetric splits. In the case of the symmetrically split ring
resonator one can nd a broad dipole resonance response (indicated by the blue curve),
however if asymmetry is brought to the system, another current mode, the so-called
trapped mode resonance appears along with the dipole mode, which creates the narrow
band resonances between around 1200-1400 nm in the present case (red curve).
perties (an ability to be reversibly switched between amorphous and crystalline phases
with markedly dierent electromagnetic properties) more robust than alternative phase
change media [233,234,239], they have become the materials of choice for such com-
mercial applications. Furthermore, it has already been shown that their functionality
can be brought to bear in the plasmonic domain to create switching devices [93].
5.4 Sample fabrication and characterization
The metamaterial structures were fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling through
a 70 nm thick gold lm evaporated on a 100 nm thick Si3N4 membrane. The gold lm
with surface roughness of 2-3 nm was obtained using low pressure (10 8 mbar) thermal
evaporation. It is benecial to use gold for this kind of application, as it does not
oxidize at room temperature which could inuence the metamaterial characteristics.
During the fabrication a 30  30 m2 negative asymmetric split ring metamaterial
array with a square unit cell size of 375 nm were manufactured on the gold-coated
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Figure 5.3: Section of an electron microscope image of the asymmetric split ring (ASR)
slit array metamaterial. The inset shows the dimensions of an individual unit cell. Also
shown is a computer generated image of the device structure with thicknesses of the
individual layers.
membrane. Each cell contained a 300  300 nm2 square ASR resonator with 115 nm
wide asymmetric split and 35 nm line width (see Figure 5.3). The parameters were
carefully chosen to ensure the excitation of the trapped mode resonances closest to the
visible spectral range. Both the thermal evaporation and the focused ion beam millings
were conducted by Dr. Francesco De Angelis (University of Magna Graecia, Italy).
Optical characterizations of the metamaterials were performed using a microspectro-
photometer, sampling a 5 m2 area encompassing  169 ASR unit cells. Near-infrared
transmission spectra, for normally incident polarizations parallel and perpendicular to
the ring resonator split direction, were recorded. Measurements on the uncoated gold
ASR array (see Fig. 5.4) revealed polarization sensitive resonance features. For light po-
larized parallel to the resonator split direction (designated as the x-direction as dened
in the inset to Fig. 5.4) there is a single broad transmission peak centered at 1170 nm.
However, for the y-polarization, a transmission dip associated with the excitation of
the metamaterial's trapped mode resonance is clearly seen at around 1030 nm. He-
reinafter, a polarization direction of incident light perpendicular to the ring resonator
split is always selected to ensure excitation of the structure's trapped mode resonance.
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Figure 5.4: Optical transmission spectra for the uncoated gold asymmetric split ring
metamaterial shown in Fig. 5.3. Absolute transmission data are presented for incident
polarizations parallel (Tx) and perpendicular (Ty) to the resonator split, as illustrated
by the inset. The dashed vertical line indicates the approximate spectral position of
the structure's trapped mode resonance.
Figure 5.5: Transmission spectra comparison of the uncoated (black curve) and the
amorphous GLS functionalized (blue curve) Au ASR metamaterials. The presence of a
200 nm amorphous GLS lm shifts the resonance by 290 nm. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the approximate spectral positions of the structure's trapped mode resonances.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Transmission, (b) reection and (c) absorption resonance spectra of
the amorphous GLS functionalized Au ASR metamaterial. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the approximate spectral positions of the structure's trapped mode resonances.
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After the initial characterization of the device structure, a 200 nm thick amorphous
lm of gallium lanthanum sulphide (GLS) was sputtered onto the nanostructured me-
tal from a target prepared by melt quenching and annealing a mixture of high-purity
gallium sulphide and lanthanum sulphide precursors, as noted earlier. The glass prepa-
ration and sputtering processes were performed by Mr. Kenton Knight (University of
Southampton, UK). Upon deposition with the chalcogenide layer, substantial changes
in the metamaterial's optical properties have been observed as a result of the GLS
functionalization. The presence of a 200 nm as-deposited amorphous GLS lm sub-
stantially changed the near-eld dielectric environment of the ASRs, and it has been
found that the structure's trapped mode resonance red-shifted by 290 nm to a new
centre wavelength of around 1320 nm as depicted in Figure 5.5.
Not only the transmission resonance, but all resonance features exhibited the anti-
cipated red-shift resulting from the reduction of plasmon frequency due to the presence
of the high refractive index GLS layer. Figure 5.6 shows the transmission, reection
and absorption characteristics of the amorphous GLS hybridized metamaterial quan-
tied at normal incidence using a microspectrophotometer. The transmission dip at
around 1320 nm as observed previously and in Fig. 5.6a is the characteristic sign of the
proximity location of the structure's trapped mode resonance. Such a transmission dip
appears as a peak in reection measurement as shown in Fig. 5.6b around the same
wavelength. The absorption spectrum (see Fig. 5.6c) which shows a peak as well, is
derived from the above measurements as A(%) = 100% T(%) R(%), where T;R;A
denotes transmission, reection and absorption respectively.
5.5 Electrical phase change of GLS
One of the most special properties of certain chalcogenide glasses is the ability to
be rapidly and reversibly switched between amorphous and crystalline phases with
markedly dierent electromagnetic properties. It was rst investigated by Ovshinsky
in 1968 [174] who observed that the chalcogenide glasses could be switched from the
high resistivity amorphous state to a conducting crystalline state at a critical point,
termed as the threshold voltage Vt. Ovshinsky noticed that increasing applied voltage
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leads to a point where abrupt threshold switching occurs and through localized Joule
heating the amorphous phase is converted to the more conductive crystalline form. Such
a dynamic response is highlighted in Figure 5.7, showing that even after the switch,
when the material is in the highly conductive state, the voltage can be increased or
decreased without eecting the structural phase, that is, indicating a type of memory
eect.
Figure 5.7: Generic electrical phase switching concept of chalcogenide glasses: The
current { voltage diagram (I   V diagram) shows that the chalcogenide maintains a
high (amorphous state) resistivity until the applied voltage reaches a critical level when
abrupt threshold switching occurs.
The electrical phase switching in a localized area of the GLS lm in the hybrid
(chalcogenide functionalized metamaterial) device was achieved by applying 10 ms
pulses of incrementally increasing voltage between the nanofabricated gold metama-
terial layer and a wire probe electrode brought into contact with the top surface of the
GLS lm [241]. By using a Keithley 238 Source Measure Unit (SMU) electrometer for
this purpose, the electrical properties of the GLS lm could be monitored in real time,
providing for facile identication of the transition point. The chalcogenide, maintai-
ned a high resistivity amorphous state until the applied voltage reached approximately
Vt = 45 V, at which point threshold switching occurred. This transition to the more
conductive crystalline state (occurring through localized Joule heating) brings about a
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Figure 5.8: Metamaterial electro-optic modulator switching characteristics: (a) Trans-
mission, (b) reection and (c) absorption resonance spectra for the amorphous (blue)
and crystalline (red) phases of the chalcogenide glass layer. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the approximate spectral positions of the structure's trapped mode resonances.
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dramatic blue-shift of around 140 nm in the spectral position of the hybrid metama-
terial's trapped mode resonance, which now is located at around 1180 nm. Figure 5.8
shows again the corresponding transmission, reection and absorption characteristics of
the GLS hybridized metamaterial, but in the new structural phase of crystalline GLS.
The resonance features were quantied again at normal incidence using the above men-
tioned microspectrophotometer. Also displayed in Fig. 5.8 the corresponding curves for
the amorphous state for easy comparison and indication of the induced spectral shifts
of around 140 nm. Following hybridization with GLS the metamaterial's absorption
spectrum, as indicated in Fig. 5.8c, accrues a background associated with the additional
absorption of the GLS layer and the broadening of the plasmon peak due to increased
damping. This is more pronounced in the more conductive crystalline phase, which
inherently has larger extinction coecients as well (see Fig. 4.8).
The 140 nm resonance shift during structural phase transition from amorphous to
crystalline (as highlighted in Fig. 5.8), brings about substantial changes in the trans-
mission and reection of the hybrid structure at certain wavelengths. The transmission
and reection modulation contrast associated with chalcogenide phase switching in the
hybrid structure are given as:
Tmod =
Ta
Tc
; Rmod =
Ra
Rc
(5.1)
where `a' and `c' denotes to amorphous and crystalline form of GLS during transmission
and reection measurements. For example, the transmission changes by as much as a
factor of four from around of 20% to 5% within a wavelength band centered at around
1200 nm (nearby the structure's trapped mode resonances during crystalline phase -
see Fig. 5.9). The reectivity changes resulting from phase switch are also substantial,
reaching almost 60% at around 1450 nm and 50% at around 1100 nm. Thus, the
hybridized metamaterial acts as a transmission switch, providing a contrast ratio of 4:1
in a device structure less than one third of a wavelength thick.
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Figure 5.9: Spectral dispersion of transmission and reection modulation contrast asso-
ciated with chalcogenide phase switching in the hybrid structure. The dashed vertical
lines indicate the approximate spectral positions of the structure's trapped mode reso-
nances.
5.6 Modelled phase change functionality in metamaterials
It has already been shown in Figure 5.2 how modeling reproduces the characteristic
resonance features of the basic metamaterial, but more importantly it allows us to
explore the subtle eects of variations in GLS coverage. For this reason computational
results using a three dimensional nite element method to solve Maxwell's equations
(Comsol Multiphysics) are presented here. The calculations employed experimentally
determined values of dielectric parameters for GLS (as described in Section 4.6) and
data for gold and silicon nitride from Ref. [166]. The modeled structures were such that
they had a rectangular slit as a negative design penetrating all the way and through
50 nm of the silicon nitride substrate as shown in Fig. 5.10. The other characteristic
design parameters were the same as in the real structure such as lm thicknesses of
70 nm gold and 100 nm silicon nitride. The metamaterial unit cell of 375 nm was used
with 300  300 nm2 square ASR resonators having 115 nm wide asymmetric splits
and 35 nm line widths, as highlighted already in Fig. 5.3.
For investigation of the GLS thickness dependence, two sets of analytical measure-
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Figure 5.10: Cross section of the modelled ASR unit cell used for the computational
calculations, showing the rectangular slit penetrating through the substrate and the
GLS lling distribution.
ments were performed. In the rst sets of calculations, the GLS thickness were tuned
between 0 and 200 nm (see Fig. 5.11a), to study the exact spectral locations of the
trapped mode resonances during transmission measurements. Several dierent scena-
rios were investigated: when no GLS was present or 50, 70, 100, 120 and 200 nm
GLS lls the gap and the top gold layer. Figure 5.11b shows numerically calculated
transmission resonance characteristics of the GLS hybridized metamaterial at the above
mentioned GLS thicknesses. In all cases, the curves resemble the unique Fano shaped
trapped mode resonances as expected. With increasing GLS thicknesses the resonances
red-shifted and broadened gradually. The GLS dependence was also found to be more
sensitive inside the slits of the negative ASR design and less sensitive outside of it on top
of the gold lm, as shown in Fig. 5.11c. Between 50 and 120 nm covering the 70 nm Au
nanofabricated layer the resonance shift is largest indicated by the near linear increase,
above this the rate of the shift is reduced.
The importance of the gap lling is further demonstrated by the second set of cal-
culations, where two dierent GLS lling distributions were compared (see Fig. 5.12a).
Figure 5.12b shows the calculated trapped mode transmission lines of the metamate-
rial structure and the hybrid metamaterial/GLS device for amorphous and crystalline
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Figure 5.11: GLS thickness dependence: (a) Various thicknesses of GLS layer covering
the slit and the top layer of the hybrid device structure. (b) Transmission resonance
spectra for the amorphous phase of the chalcogenide glass layer with varying thicknesses
(as labelled). Graphs are vertically oset by 10% for clarity. (c) Approximate trapped
mode resonance position as a function of GLS thickness.
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Figure 5.12: GLS thickness dependence: (a) Various GLS distributions in the hybrid
device structure. (b) Computed optical transmission spectra of the ASR structure
(i) without the GLS lm (black curve); (ii) When the GLS forms a at layer over the
metal nanostructure without lling the slits (blue curves); (iii) When the GLS also lls
the slits in the gold (red curves). The solid and dashed lines correspond to amorphous
(A) and crystalline (C) phases of GLS respectively. The dashed vertical lines indicate
the approximate spectral positions of the structure's trapped mode resonances from
the experimental measurements.
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forms of GLS. This model compares a situation where the GLS completely lls the
slits in the metal nanostructure and forms a at 200 nm layer on top of the gold with
one where the slits remain unlled beneath the 200 nm top layer. Even though the
chalcogenide layer thicknesses above the gold lm are the same in both cases, just by
having an incomplete ll the structure's trapped mode resonance position considerably
blue-shifts. A comparison with the experimentally measured positions of the transmis-
sion lines (indicated by the dashed vertical lines in Fig. 5.12b) indicates that a partial
lling of the nanoscale slits in the gold lm has been achieved.
It is instructive to reproduce the experimentally achieved results of the structure's
transmission, reection and absorption characteristics (see Fig. 5.8) with corresponding
curves computed by the above mentioned nite element numerical method using the
same design parameters as in the previous calculations. The chalcogenide thickness
in this case is set to 200 nm as in the experiments. Figure 5.13 shows the computed
results of the hybrid metamaterial/GLS device for amorphous and crystalline forms
of GLS. Similar to the experiments, the polarization of the incident light was selected
perpendicular to the split in the ring resonators to ensure excitation of the trapped
mode resonance. The numerical results show a good qualitative agreement with expe-
riments, reproducing the form of resonance features and the shifts associated with the
GLS phase switching. Quantitative discrepancies between the two are attributed to
manufacturing imperfections in ASR array fabrication that results in variations of line
widths, depths, corner radii and imprecise knowledge of the ion beam prole resulting
in non-rectangular slits. The lack of knowledge of the degree of GLS lling inside the
slit and on top of the sample further inuence the discrepancies as shown in Figs. 5.11
and 5.12.
Similar to the experimental investigations, the transmission and reection modula-
tion can be calculated resulting from the phase change in the computational domain
as well. Figure 5.14 shows the changes during the amorphous to crystalline transition.
In this particular computational situation the changes are even more dramatic compa-
red to the experimental case. Here, the transmission changes can be even higher than
factor of ve at around 1400 nm, while reectivity changes are also dominant and can
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Figure 5.13: Numerically simulated (a) transmission, (b) reection and (c) absorp-
tion resonance spectra for the amorphous (blue) and crystalline (red) phases of the
chalcogenide glass layer with thicknesses of 200 nm.
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reach up to a factor of two at 1330 nm. Again, it must be highlighted that the device
thickness envisioned here is on the nanometer scale, demonstrating a truly nanoscale
switching functionality.
Figure 5.14: Spectral dispersion of transmission and reection modulation contrast
associated with chalcogenide phase switching in the hybrid structure during computa-
tional simulations.
5.7 Summary
In summary, the phase change media behind rewritable optical disk technologies and
electronic memory devices have been shown, in combination with planar photonic
metamaterials, to oer an innovative paradigm for the development of nanophotonic
switching devices. A high contrast electro-optical metamaterial switch with transmis-
sion changes of factor of four has been experimentally demonstrated at wavelength of
1200 nm using a bistable, CMOS/SOI-compatible chalcogenide glass with overall thi-
ckness of 200 nm. The demonstrated device (showing unidirectional switching with a
45 V control input) is less than one third of a wavelength thick and may be structu-
rally engineered to operate at wavelengths throughout the visible and infrared spectral
range. The reverse switching transition may be induced at higher potentials, while
careful engineering will reduce the required voltage levels for both switching directions,
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making this technology compatible with real world photonic applications.
As it has been previously reported [175], the characteristic transition times for
amorphous to crystalline switching in GLS is in the order of 50-100 ns. It is also
electronically robust, in a separate test performed by Mr. Behrad Gholipour (University
of Southampton, UK), where 100 nm GLS lms were sandwiched between molybdenum
electrodes and subjected to more than 106 cyclical excitations between 0 and 20 V at a
frequency of 3 Hz, and ramped to 100 V with no sign of thermal or electrical breakdown
in either case. The large optical transparency band of GLS extending from 500 nm
to about 10 m, i.e. covering most of the visible and near-infrared spectral range,
also oers a great potential in infrared applications where any kind of electro-optic
modulation based on traditional nonlinear crystals [242,243] are dicult to achieve, let
alone in sub-wavelength devices.
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6.1 Summary
The ultrafast optical modulation of propagating femtosecond surface plasmon polariton
signals was demonstrated in Chapter 2. The modulation scheme exploited a nonlinear
interaction between propagating SPP waves and light, which took place in the skin
layer of a metal surface along which the plasmon pulses propagated. Optical excitation
of the aluminium part of the waveguide by 200 fs pulses at several wavelengths near
aluminium's near-infrared interband resonance (  800 nm) resulted in plasmonic
modulations of up to 35% with optical pump uences of 13.2 mJ/cm2. The reported
modulation provided switching speeds several orders of magnitude faster than other
techniques demonstrated to date with additional benet that it did not require any
dedicated `active' media.
As active plasmonic modulators are already functional in the femtojoule switching
energy and terahertz operating frequency (as demonstrated in Chapter 2) domains, the
reshaping eects of ultrafast SPP pulses as they propagate along a metal/dielectric
plasmon waveguides were investigated in Chapter 3. It was found that group velocity
and loss dispersion eects can have a substantial impact on both pulse duration and
intensity decay by several tens of percentages in the short pulse regime. Substantial
pulse broadening/narrowing and acceleration/retardation of the intensity decay were
found in the analyzed waveguides consisting of either aluminium, copper, silver or gold.
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A dierent type of active plasmonic modulator was presented in Chapter 4. The
demonstrated device relied on the unique properties of chalcogenide glasses, the mate-
rial platform of existing phase change technologies such as those behind the rewritable
optical disks. First, it was found that a stable Ag/GLS interfaces can be formed
which supports SPP propagations, then through reversible photo-induced changes in
the chalcogenide layer, plasmonic modulations were enabled. Optical illumination with
intensities of 630 mW/cm2 resulted in reectivity changes of up to 3% that is inuenced
the plasmonic coupling eciency.
The chalcogenide glasses such as GLS, the material used in Chapter 4, can also be
used to produce electro-optic modulators in the nanoscale domain, as demonstrated
in Chapter 5. The modulating device was achieved by hybridizing a nanostructured
plasmonic metamaterial with thin GLS layer. The transition between amorphous and
crystalline forms of the phase change media brought about 10% shift in the near-infrared
resonance wavelength of an asymmetric split ring array, providing transmission modu-
lation functionality with contrast ratio of 4:1 in a device of sub-wavelength thickness
at the demonstrated wavelength of 1200 nm.
The work demonstrated in this thesis was a substantial part of a research agenda,
which eventually led to the foundation for and inspiration of new research projects at
the Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC) within the Metamaterials Programme [218,
219]. This $6.2-million programme grant aims to develop a new generation of swit-
chable and active nanostructured photonic media. Also, another project on \Chalco-
genide Phase Change Materials In Active Plasmonic And Metamaterial Technologies"
emerged, which is funded by the Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology's `Global
Research Outreach' scheme, through which the company seeks to collaborate with aca-
demia in pursuit of emerging and disruptive technologies with signicant commercial
potential.
6.2 Future work
The ultrafast femtosecond switching times and modest switching energy requirements
(comparable with those needed to record information bits on a CD) reported in Chap-
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ter 2 open the gates to the exploration of what can ultimately be achieved in nonlinear
plasmonics [109] and active plasmonic switching, in particular for the purposes of high-
bandwidth interconnects, plasmon polariton modulation, all-plasmonic switching [244],
and pulse shaping and self-modulation through the use of nonlinear propagation re-
gimes. It is thought that such studies will inform the future development of techno-
logically relevant device structures and operational modes for plasmonics in the same
way that studies of ultrafast and nonlinear optical phenomena have contributed to the
advancement of photonics, most notably in the form of today's bre based telecommu-
nications networks.
Numerous methods of investigation may be followed after this work, such as look-
ing into maximizing the level of direct plasmonic signal modulation. For this reason,
one should look into interferometric arrangements, similar to the demonstrated plas-
monic versions of Mach-Zehnder [86] and Fabry-Perot [88] interferometers. Another
important parameter is the switching energy requirement that ideally should be as
low as possible for practical devices, hence surface plasmon polariton supporting high
nonlinear materials with low losses ought to seek. Another direction could be the inves-
tigation of shorter switching times. The demonstrated switching time is around 200 fs
but could be as short as a few tens of femtoseconds as it is ultimately limited only by
the electron momentum relaxation time. If plasmons are to be realized as information
carriers for next generation highly integrated devices, several logic gates could also be
formed based on this work. Furthermore, for the benet of a practical device, ways to
achieve longer propagation lengths could be investigated with using, for example, long-
range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) modes. Another departure from this work
could be plasmon-plasmon modulation as opposed to the demonstrated opto-plasmonic
modulation.
Studies such as the ones performed in Chapter 3 may act as a starting point for the
exciting challenge of exploring information transfer using plasmon polariton analogues
of optical solitons, i.e. plasmon solitons, exploiting the nonlinearity of the metal com-
ponent rather than the more conveniently used dielectric waveguide component. Early
studies suggest that such plasmon solitons might be dicult to generate in conven-
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tional plasmon waveguides. Alternative geometries, such as strip, nanowire, and slot
waveguides could provide additional dispersion contributions and larger range of pro-
pagations. At the same time, thin metal surfaces could provide signicantly higher
nonlinearities than bulk samples. Perhaps an even better direction of research should
focus on the realization of superconducting plasmon solitons, where ideal conductor
states could improve the limitations of short propagation distances.
The use of phase change media in active plasmonic devices has plenty of opportuni-
ties. The demonstrated device in Chapter 4 is only the start of what chalcogenide glasses
can oer. One direction for future investigation is the utilization of the extensive range
of technologically relevant optical, electronic, thermal and mechanical eects [171,172],
including the most widely used `threshold' or `Ovshinsky eect' switching [174], the
foundation behind rewritable optical discs technologies, such as Compact Discs (CD),
Digital Versatile Discs (DVD) and recent Blu-ray Discs (BD). Such reversible phase
changes may even one day lead to plasmon assisted memory devices. However, other
devices may be realized sooner such as proper electro-optic modulators, where early
studies (conducted by Mr. Shih Chiang Yen (National Taiwan University, Taiwan))
suggest that one would only need to transform GLS over a path length of few microme-
ters to achieve the  phase-shift required for high contrast output modulation. Also,
one may do a comprehensive study to nd the key parameters of the employed chal-
cogenide glass, such as the required switching power levels and switching times during
the write and erase cycles for dierent thicknesses, as they are crucially important for
the applications envisioned here. The exploitation of chalcogenide's large optical trans-
parency band covering most of the visible to mid-infrared spectral range could oer
broad operational bandwidth. Not to mention the high nonlinearity with negligible
two-photon absorption which could potentially provide a range of useful phenomena in
nanoscale systems perhaps even ultrafast opto-plasmonic or all-plasmonic switchings.
The large optical transparency band of GLS extending from 500 nm to about 10 m,
i.e. covering most of the visible and near-infrared spectral range, also oers great po-
tential for the metamaterial electro-optic modulator demonstrated in Chapter 5. One
need to only tune the design parameters of the split ring resonator to achieve sharp
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resonances in the infrared domains. The infrared spectral band is also strategically
important as any kind of electro-optic modulator based on traditional nonlinear crys-
tals [242,243] are dicult to achieve, let alone at sub-wavelength scales. As a next step
towards practical devices, one needs to perform the reverse switching, which may be
induced at higher potentials. Also, careful engineering will reduce the required voltage
levels for both switching directions, making this technology compatible with real world
photonic applications.
101Appendix A
Long pump-probe delay line
scans
As has been highlighted, there are two response components of the transient pump-
probe interaction. An ultrafast (femtosecond), polarization-dependent coherent com-
ponent, and a slower (picosecond) component, which dominates at longer wavelengths.
By allowing longer time durations for pump-probe delay line scans in the ultrafast plas-
mon modulation experiments, one can get more insight in the relaxation dynamics of
the slow component. The slow component is present regardless of pump polarization,
that is it appears for pump polarization directions both parallel and perpendicular to
the surface plasmon polariton propagation direction. It is therefore interesting to look
into these relaxation dynamics, if future nanoscale ultrafast plasmonic signal modula-
tors are to be realized.
Figure A.1 shows the transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe
signals as a function of pump-probe delays for pump polarization directions parallel to
the probe SPP propagation direction at dierent wavelengths. In all three cases the
pump uence were set to 13.2 mJ/cm2, while wavelength data of 810, 795 and 780 nm
were investigated with pump-probe delays reaching up to 125 ps. The characteristic
decay times were found to be slightly decreasing as the wavelength became longer,
from 62 ps at 780 nm to about 23 ps at 810 nm. The relaxation dynamics of the
slow component in extreme cases can be as small as a few picoseconds or even sub-
102Figure A.1: Transient pump-induced changes in the decoupled plasmonic signal at
pump uence of 13.2 mJ/cm2 for pump light polarized parallel to the SPP propagation
direction, for a range of wavelengths: (a) 810 nm; (b) 795 nm; and (c) 780 nm.
103picosecond as demonstrated in Ref. [123]. To achieve such a short timescale, one needs
to drastically reduce the laser uences as the electron heat capacity is linearly dependent
on the electron temperature (Ce = Te where  = 125 J/m3K2 is the electron heat
capacity coecient for aluminium), so by reducing the electron temperature a reduced
thermal relaxation time can be achieved, which in device applications can translate to
an operating frequency closer to the pure terahertz range.
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Spectral dispersion of ultrafast
SPP modulation
As previously mentioned, wavelengths other than the initial 780 nm have been analysed
in the ultrafast SPP modulation experiment. The wavelengths of 810, 795, 780 and
765 nm have been chosen by the proximity of their location to aluminium's interband
absorption peak. In order to facilitate new wavelengths other than the wavelength of
what the waveguide designed for, a slight deviation of the coupling and decoupling
angles needed to be taken into account before excitation and decoupling could take
place. Figure B.1 highlights the measured decoupling angles of the above selected
wavelengths along with a theoretical derived curve from the grating decoupling equation
(see Eq. (2.4)). The coupling angles (not showed here) were also eected by a slight
deviation from the original normal incidence, but due to the focused nature of the
excitation light, SPPs were still able to be generated.
Like the initial experiment at 780 nm, two dierent experimental congurations
were always used for other investigated wavelengths, when the linear polarization di-
rection of the pump eld was in the plane of incidence containing the SPP propagation
direction, and when the pump eld polarization direction was perpendicular to the
plane of incidence. The experimental results obtained during the spectral dispersion
investigation are summarized in Figures B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5, which again shows the
eect that pump pulses have on the amplitude of the decoupled plasmonic probe signal
105Figure B.1: Measured decoupling angles as a function of wavelength (black points)
during the spectral dispersion experiment, overlaid with a theoretical dependence (red
line) derived from the grating decoupling equation (see Eq. (2.4)) with taking into
account refraction at the silica/air interface.
as a function of pump-probe delay time at dierent wavelengths. Altogether seven
dierent pump uences were used: 13.2, 8.8, 4.4, 2.2, 1.32, 0.88 and 0.44 mJ/cm2 in-
dicated by blue, green, red, cyan, magenta, yellow and brown curves respectively. The
newly performed time-resolved sum-frequency measurements of pump-induced probe
SPP modulation also showed the characteristic fast and slow response components.
Both are found in these experiments to increase in magnitude with wavelength towards
the absorption peak. Again, the fast component is only present in the rst experimental
conguration, where the pump polarization has a component parallel to the direction
of the surface plasmon polariton propagation. Similarly, the slow component of the
transient response is present in both experimental congurations, and interestingly it
is found to be the dominant component at longer wavelengths when it is closer to the
absorption peak.
106Figure B.2: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
810 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions: (a) parallel
and (b) perpendicular to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump
uences, as indicated. Graphs are vertically oset by 0.002 units for clarity.
107Figure B.3: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
795 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions: (a) parallel
and (b) perpendicular to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump
uences, as indicated. Graphs are vertically oset by 0.002 units for clarity.
108Figure B.4: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
780 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions: (a) parallel
and (b) perpendicular to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump
uences, as indicated. Graphs are vertically oset by 0.002 units for clarity.
109Figure B.5: Transient pump-induced modulation of decoupled SPP probe signal at
765 nm as a function of pump-probe delay for pump polarization directions: (a) parallel
and (b) perpendicular to the probe SPP propagation direction, for a range of pump
uences, as indicated. Graphs are vertically oset by 0.002 units for clarity.
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Free carrier contribution
To illustrate the connection between light-induced reectivity increase and plasmonic
signal propagation one can use simple models such as those of the Drude
"D = 1  
f0!2
p
!2 + i 0!
(C.1)
or Lorentz-Drude [245]
"L D = 1  
f0!2
p
!2 + i 0!
+
k X
j=1
fj!2
p
!2
j   !2   i j!
(C.2)
models. Here !p is the plasma frequency with oscillator strength f0 and damping
constant  0, while k is the number of oscillators with frequency !j, strength fj and
damping  j. In this particular illustration the Lorentz-Drude model was used.
The parameter that needs to be changed can be found in the equation describing
the plasma frequency:
!2
p =
Nee2
"0m
(C.3)
where e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively, "0 is the vacuum per-
mittivity and Ne is the eective number of free electrons per cubic meter. Since each
atom contributes Z number of free electrons in a metallic element, the eective number
111of free electrons per cubic meter can be written as [246]:
Ne = ZNA
m
A
(C.4)
where NA is the Avogadro constant, m is the mass density and A is the atomic mass of
aluminium. In the case of aluminium the number of free electrons per atom in theory
should be three, however in practice this number is slightly lower. For this reason an
eective number of Ze = 2:6 is used, according to Ref. [247]. By changing this value
up to a few percentages, the inuence on SPP propagation length and reectivity can
be illustrated.
It is found that an increase in the number of free carriers gives an increase in the
detected plasmon signal intensity by increasing the plasmon decay length, along with
an increase in the reectivity as illustrated in Fig. C.1. The experimentally obser-
Figure C.1: Calculated percentage increase in the density of free carriers (induced by
an intense pump pulse excitation) increases the plasmon decay length and reectivity
of an aluminium/silica interface.
ved  8:5% SPP modulation in the case of 780 nm wavelength, 13.2 mJ/cm2 laser
uence and polarization direction of the pump light parallel to the SPP propagation,
corresponds to  0:69% reectivity change, which is consistent with previous ultrafast
reectivity measurements on aluminium. For example, Wilks and Hicken [129] observed
112reectivity changes in aluminium of around 0:1% with laser uence of about 1 mJ/cm2
and wavelength of 800 nm, while Guo et al. [155] found around 0:8% changes at laser
uence 10 mJ/cm2 and wavelength 800 nm.
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Comparison of the validity of
models and real data
A dispersive medium is characterized by frequency(wavelength)-dependent values of
refractive index, absorption coecient, group velocity, etc. For the purposes of nu-
merical or analytical calculations, this dispersion can often be adequately described
by relatively simple equations such as those of the previously mentioned Drude model
(Eq. (C.1)) or Lorentz-Drude model (Eq. (C.2)) [245]. However, in the present analy-
sis of femtosecond SPP propagation such approximations are found to be unsuitable.
These collective oscillator approximations cannot account for the complex material-
specic peculiarities of real media and can produce misleading results in the short
pulse regime. Note these are the simplest and most widely used models to calculate
the optical properties of metals. Other models such as the Brendel-Bormann [248] or
Etchegoin-Meyer [249] could possible result in better correspondence with experimental
data. Especially the Etchegoin-Meyer model, which is an extension of the Drude model
with critical point analysis resulting in very good correspondence in the case of gold,
albeit a minimum of 11 parameters are needed to obtain a physical representation of
the dielectric function.
To justify the use of experimentally determined optical constants as opposed to
models, simple comparisons were performed. First, the real and imaginary parts of
the dielectric function of aluminium and gold were calculated. These can be seen in
114Figs. D.1 and D.2. Dierent scenarios were investigated: when the optical constants
from Palik handbook [166] (here Ref"g = n2   k2 and Imf"g = 2nk, where n and
k is the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index); the Lorentz-Drude model
(Eq. (C.2)) with dierent number of oscillators; or when the simplest Drude model
(Eq. (C.1)) were used. The parameters used for the model calculations are taken from
Ref. [245] and also highlighted in Table D.1.
As highlighted in Figs. D.1 and D.2, in both cases the various model calculations and
the experimental real data produce slightly dierent results. In the case of a simple
metal, like aluminium with one primarily resonance in the near infrared region, the
discrepancy is not very noticeable, especially if the Lorentz-Drude model is used with
at least three oscillators. In the case of a metal with multiple resonances, such as gold,
the correspondence is not as good, although the model curves provide quite good t
on the experimental data and display correct tendencies, there are however noticeable
deviations.
After the rst comparison of the dielectric function, the combined eects of group
velocity dispersion (GVD) and loss dispersion (LD) on SPP pulse transmission over
a distance of one propagation length was calculated. Again the two dierent metals
of aluminium and gold were used with the above mentioned models and experimental
data and with the input pulse duration set to 10 fs. Figures D.3 and D.4 shows for
aluminium and gold the total (GVD- plus LD-induced) percentage pulse broadenings
and normalized output pulse intensities as a function of centre wavelength for dierent
calculation methods.
By moving the calculation to the femtosecond SPP propagation regime, the pro-
blems become apparent as seen in Figs. D.3 and D.4. Even a small dierences in the
dielectric function can produce extremely misleading results in the short pulse domain.
For example in the case of gold, none of the model calculations can reproduce the
outcome results of the real media and produces extremely misleading results. In the
case of aluminium the discrepancy is slightly better, however attention still needs to be
taken to ensure that an adequate number of oscillators are used.
115Table D.1: Parametric values of the Drude
and Lorentz-Drude models
Parameters Aluminium Gold
!p
a 2:276  1016 1:372  1016
f0 0.523 0.760
f1 0.227 0.024
f2 0.050 0.010
f3 0.166 0.071
f4 | 0.601
f5 | 4.384
!1
a 2:461  1014 6:305  1014
!2 2:346  1015 1:261  1015
!3 2:747  1015 4:511  1015
!4 | 6:539  1015
!5 | 2:024  1016
 0
a 7:141  1013 8:052  1013
 1 5:059  1014 3:661  1014
 2 4:740  1014 5:241  1011
 3 2:053  1015 1:322  1015
 4 | 3:789  1015
 5 | 3:364  1015
a In units of 1/s.
116Figure D.1: (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the dielectric function of aluminium
at dierent wavelengths. The curves shows the calculated values from various models
and experimental data, as indicated.
117Figure D.2: (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts of the dielectric function of gold at
dierent wavelengths. The curves shows the calculated values from various models
and experimental data, as indicated. The inset shows the corresponding values of the
dielectric function at dierent photon energies.
118Figure D.3: (a) Percentage GVD- plus LD-induced SPP pulse broadening and (b) GVD-
plus LD-induced output SPP pulse intensity per propagation length SPP as a function
of centre wavelength for aluminium/silica waveguide (at 10 fs input pulse width). The
curves show the calculated values from various models and experimental data, as indi-
cated.
119Figure D.4: (a) Percentage GVD- plus LD-induced SPP pulse broadening and (b) GVD-
plus LD-induced output SPP pulse intensity per propagation length SPP as a function
of centre wavelength for gold/silica waveguide (at 10 fs input pulse width). The curves
show the calculated values from various models and experimental data, as indicated.
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Extreme pulse reshaping eects
in the ultrashort pulse regime
In the ultrashort pulse regime, i.e. with input pulse widths shorter than 40 fs, the
reshaping eects are similar to those of longer pulse durations but with much more
dramatic underlining eects. Figures E.1, E.2, E.3 and E.4 again show the combined
eects of group velocity dispersion (GVD) and loss dispersion (LD) on SPP pulse
transmission for aluminium/, copper/, silver/ and gold/silica waveguides in terms of
broadening and intensity decay experienced by pulses traveling over a distance of one
propagation length, but now in the ultrashort pulse regime.
Again, with the exception of silver (which main interband resonance located in the
ultraviolet range), adjacent bands of temporal pulse narrowing (and associated decay
retardation) and broadening (with decay acceleration) can be seen in the vicinity of
the metal's interband absorption resonance. In the case of aluminium (Fig. E.1) both
pulse narrowing/broadening and decay retardation/accelaration eects have increased
from the values presented in the longer pulse duration graph (Fig. 3.11). The rate of
increase of the pulse broadening at around 975 nm is faster than the pulse narrowing at
875 nm. For example, from the initial pulse narrowing of 2% at 40 fs the pulse narrowing
increased to 6.5% at 10 fs, while the broadening from 3% increased to around 20% in
the same range. Similar behaviors are observed in the case of copper (Fig. E.2) as well,
i.e. increased pulse narrowing/broadening and decay retardation/accelaration eects
121with broadening having faster rate of increase. In the case of silver (Fig. E.3) the
achromatic picture is no longer presents, however there is signicant pulse broadening
at the shortest pulse durations and longer wavelengths, where again the bandwidths are
the largest. Also the lack of pulse narrowing and decay retardation are apparent from
the scale bars, that is, no negative values in the pulse broadening, and the normalized
output intensities are no larger than one. Out of the four metals presented here, gold
(Fig. E.4) shows by far the biggest and most dramatic changes. With percentage pulse
broadening reaching as much as 155%, it is almost two times more prone to broadening
than the second metal of silver. Besides output pulse broadening, pulse narrowing is the
largest for gold as well, followed by aluminium. The largest output intensity dierences
from the expected 1=e are also to be found in gold. Output intensities are as much
as 40% higher and 65% lower than expected can be found for centre wavelengths at
around 500 nm and 700 nm respectively.
122Figure E.1: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on aluminium/silica
waveguide in the ultrashort pulse regime (< 40 fs). The upper plot shows total (GVD-
plus LD-induced) percentage pulse broadening, while the lower plot shows the norma-
lized output intensity, as functions of input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
123Figure E.2: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on copper/silica wa-
veguide in the ultrashort pulse regime (< 40 fs). The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus
LD-induced) percentage pulse broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized
output intensity, as functions of input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
124Figure E.3: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on silver/silica wave-
guide in the ultrashort pulse regime (< 40 fs). The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus
LD-induced) percentage pulse broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized
output intensity, as functions of input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
125Figure E.4: The combined eects of group velocity dispersion and loss dispersion on
SPP pulse transmission over a distance of one propagation length on gold/silica wave-
guide in the ultrashort pulse regime (< 40 fs). The upper plot shows total (GVD- plus
LD-induced) percentage pulse broadening, while the lower plot shows the normalized
output intensity, as functions of input pulse duration and centre wavelength.
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